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Schaef discusses U.S. culture
by Nadine FabbiShushan
Speaking to a packedPigott Auditorium,
Anne Wilson Schaef, author, lecturer and
therapist, described her interpretation of
the present American System. She then
drew comparisons betweenourcultureand
the disease ofaddiction. Much ofSchaef 's
data comes form 15 years of listening to
women and her experience of living with
analcoholic.
"For 15 years Ihave worked with women's groups, nuns, hippies, housewives, it
didn't matter. The language was different
but the voices were the same," saidSchaef.
From these voices she was able to determine the existenceof threeexisting system
in our culture. "I named them the 'Reactive Female System,' the 'White Male System' and the 'Emerging Female System.'"
Though during her lecture she strongly
critiqued the White Male System, claiming not only that it was analogous to an alcoholic, but also that it was entropic, the
men in the audience seemed to laugh and
nod along with the rest of the crowd.
"The problems she (Schaef) has with the
WhiteMale System are similar to the problemsI
have with it, evenas a white male,"
said philosophy major, Bob Philips, when
asked how it felt to be a white male in the
audience.
"The 'WhiteMale System' is the one we
have all been schooled in, trained in and
religioned in," said Schaef in her relaxed
lecturing style. "The'White Male System'
is what wecall reality, andif youchallenge
it you are told that you arenot being realistic. Has anyone ever told you that you just
don't understand the way things really
are?" Schaef asked.
Drawing on the studies she made in her
most recent book, "Co-dependence," (the
co-addict is the supposedlyhealthy person
involvedin a relationship with an addicted

person) Schaef makes a direct analogy between the 'White Male System' andthe ad-

dict.
"Our American System functions the
very same waya drunk does, have you noticed that?" Schaef asked. "The majority
of us are addicted to sex, to alcohol, to
shopping, to sugar, to running and even to
religions," she said. "Have you ever seen
anaddicted person? They are out of touch

with what they feel and think. They don't
know what they want anymore. This system needs zombies in order to keep it going. Such a person isn't likely to challenge
the existing American System, are they?"
When a young womanaskedSchaef how
she would respond to healthy addictions
such as running Schaef's response was
strong. "I've readabook aboutpositive addictions. Ithink it's a crock of shit. Once

■

Anne Wilson Schaef, leading feminist author, discussed what she
called the "present American system" and compared the American
culture with the disease of addiction in a lecture given Wed. April 9 at
Pigott Auditorium

the addiction has you, it is no longer
healthy, no matter whatit is."

Schaefaccused many institutions including universities of creating addicted personalities. "When Iam hired to work ona
graduate curriculum my first question is,
'Do you allot time for health, prayer or
physical activities?' When an institution
tells you that it is interested in developing
the whole person, but it doesn't facilitate
time to do so, thenit is lying. Dishonesty is
another characteristic ofthe addict."
"Seattle University is dishonest," was
the response of Liz Fountain, a junior psychology major at S.U., when asked what
she thought of Schaef's charges. "S.U.
i claims that a part of its role is to facilitate
the spiritual growthofits students. Raising
tuition contradicts this claim. When rates
go up students have to work more," said
Fountain, "and when students have to
work harder just to survive there is little
timeleft overfor spiritual growth."
Schaef made apoint of telling the audience that she is blaming a system and not
pointing a finger at individuals. She
charged everyone, male and female, for
perpetuating our present system.
"All our present systems are economically based," said Schaef. "Whether capitalist, socialist oreven communist, the primary goal is to control the state and the
individual. What if we had a government
who's sole purpose was to support the spiritual development of its people," said
Schaef. "Can you imagine that?"
Following the lecture sponsored by the
Women's Programming Committee, part
of the crowd went to the Chieftain Lounge
to havebooks signed and continue dialoging with Schaef. Her first book, "Women's
Reality: An Emerging FemaleSystem in a
White Male Society" has just sold over
130,000copies.

Singleton aims at "better communication"

New first V.R states concerns, goals
by Shelly Griffin

Like newly elected ASSU president Abbey Ghermay, a project Lorine Singleton,
new ASSU first vice president, wants to
help work on is better communication
within the campus.
"Once the students feel like they can
voice their concerns peacefully to the administration," Singleton said, "we can
work doing something else." To facilitate
communication between students and

ASSU, Singleton wouldlike to distribute a

questionnaire asking what students want in
the way of leadership and activities.
"There's a lot of really good activities but
then no one shows," Singleton said.
"You're not really reaching the students
then."
She thinksbetteradvertisement ofevents
willbring the students out. "We need all
channels to work together to reach the students," she said.

As firstvice president,Singletonhas two
roles: chairperson of the election board
and chairperson of the senate. When she
wasa senator the past two quartersSingleton saw "the good the senate can do if it's
channeled to the right area."
But she also saw that some visitors to the
senate meetings weren't aware ofthe proc-

ess necessary before they could speak.
"Youhave to be on the agenda to represent
an issue," she said. To make the process

clear. Singleton wants to write guidelines
andinvitations to distribute to the students
through an ASSUnewsletter. "Ifit's for the
students only," said Singleton, "maybe
they willread it?"
"If you want to see a program put on,"
Singleton said, "let me know. We can work
towards that goal But if you don't let me
know, you're still going to be upset, thinking the student unionisn't really about anything."
Another area needing increased, open
communication is between students and
the administration. Singleton said. "The
administration should make themselves a
lot clearer,"— she said. "We're just like in a
revolution we're rivalries. It's students
against administration."
She said the situation is both bad and
good. "It's good to voice your concerns
and disapprovals
like with the student
rally. But the students shouldn't feel they
have to come out just to fight with the administration," she said. "If you are always
fighting," Singleton continued, "you Ci I
never see any good."
Singleton thinks if the administrate
would tell students more details abc u the.
decisions the students would be happu"Being in the dark definitely brings o
hostility," Singleton said.
She believes that if the administrate

.
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orine Singleton, ASSU first vice president, recently discussed
Is and concerns for the upcoming academic year.

wouldlisten to the students' input and then
tell the students yes or no, "at least wecan
feel like they heard us. We told them what
we had to say" Singleton said. "Let us
know what's going on after the decisionis
made. It's your decision. It's passed. It's
the law so all we can do is know what's
going on," she said.
Besides communication, Singleton
would like to increase activities and entertainment on campus. "I'dlike to get more
people involved," she said. "I'd like to see
a unified campus." One waySingleton sees
of unifying the campus is for students to
attend sdhool performances, such as the
choirs and plays. "You should be happy to
support somebody who's representing the
school," said Singleton, a former member
of the Seattle University choir.
She would also like to involve the local
community in S.U. activities, such as raffles. Singleton emphasized that the activities shouldbe forthe fun of it. "Everything
has to be planned to the expertise so that
the only complaint they can have is that
there were too many people there," she
Lowering the admission price to events

is another goal of Singleton. She said that
students sometimes feel they are already
iiaving for the event through their tuition.

"If wecan get 700 people to anactivity and
charge 52 instead of $3," Singleton said;
"think of all the other free things we can
you need to continually put
gh .
ii ey into something to see abetter out-

..

'

ton stressed advertisement and
together as ways to increase stuivulvemcnt. "I don'tbelieve there's a

'ealof apathy," she said. "Ijust think
:iot reaching the people."
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'em out" Hudgins said. DVR also
tends tochannel disabled persons intodata
jobs, such as computer work and data
,processing,Hudgins said.
"I had a really tough time with them
(DVR)," Peltier said. "At first, they were
only going to pay what they would at a
community college. They really didn't advise me to become a freshman to go to a
four year university . and Isaid Iwould
really need my inwant this atmosphere. I
dependence
(at) a community college,
they (DVR)
I'dhave to live at home
only pay what they would at a stateinstitution. Now we fought hard for that and it
took a long time, but finally they came
through with at least that."
Guichon saidher kidney transplant operation cost over $150,000, and her insulin,
other medications and regular doctor appointments cost about $350 per month.
Hudgins said it's often hard for disabled
women to takea first jobbecause they can't
afford to work at entry level wages. The
expenses incurred because of disability
and transportation (some disabled persons, such as the blind, can never drive.
Other disabled persons can drive onlyafter
having a doctor sign forms that state the
person's medical condition won't interfere
withsafe driving) often make it impossible
for them to work at entry level wages and
stillpay all their basic livingexpensessuch
as rent, food, utilities and other items.
Sometimes things that go with a disability
canbe mistaken forother problems. "Having insulin reactions in a classroom and
trying to explain to a teacher why you feel
like you're going to pass out
gets really frustrating
because they don't understand," Guichon said. She also takes
medicines which cause her to be unable to
walk a straight line.
She says her eye problem is "more traumatic." Sheisblindin her right eye, has no
depth perception, and no peripheral vision. When people walk on her right side
and say, "Hi" to her, they sometimes think
she's stuck up because she doesn't seethem
and respond, Guichon said.
get

..
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Marie Hudgins, director of the Learning Center and Disabled Student resources, helps advise disabled students at Seattle University.

Perceptions of disability
cause problems
by Vonne Worth

occause

It s not just average people who can
cause difficulties for disabled women.
Peltier had trouble with the Washington
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.
"I had a really tough time with them
They really didn't advise me
(DVR)
to become a freshman to go to a four year
university. They wanted me to go to a two

sne uses a wneeicnair, people

tell Paula Peltier "a secretarial job would,
beperfect for you." The freshman accounting major said, "It's a sit down job, it's a
woman'sjob and that's (what)alot of people seeme as doing
whichis not what I
wanttodo." She said amale wouldn't experience this extreme stereotyping as much
as she does. Rosemarie Tannich, Seattle
University student with dyslexia, said no
one ever expectedher to go to college because she was considered a slow learner,
but she thinks that a man with dyslexia

.. .
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year(community college) first."
DVR is a state agency which has resources available to anyone. Disabled persons are often referred to this agency for
jobcounseling, training, education and as-

Like Tannich, Mary Sheila Guichon,

sistance inlookingfor a job.
MarieHudgins, directorofthe Learning

freshman psychology major, has disabilities that are not always recognized: diabetes, a kidney transplant and the loss of one
eye. She saidher main difficulties occur in
perception andcommunication withteachers and students. Shehas been concerned
about whether or not she will be able to
have children.

Center and Disabled Student Resources,
said DVR case workers tend to "26" their
clients. Thismeans the worker is toget the
client a job,any jobandclose that case.
The DVR counselor's job rests on how
many 26's they put away in a certain time.
"They (DVR workers)are ratedhow many
26's they have, sort of get 'em (clients) in,

would receive better treatment.

...

...

...

In coping with disabilities, men probably have more difficulties because society
encourages men to hide their feelings.

"Support groups are almost always filled
with women," Hudgins said, It's "rare
when you have an equal number (of men
andwomen),very rare."
Guichon said shehadbeen told shecould
nothavechildren. Butafter shehad thekidney transplant operation, doctors told her

1986n"he Spectator

she could plan on raising a family if that's
what she wanted to do. Of course, this is
one way a disability can affect a woman
more thanit would a man.
Hudgens says usually there's no reason
why physically disabled womencannot enjoy intimate sexual relationships. "They

very often have wonderful relationships,"
she said.
However,the divorce rate is higher when
a disabled person is involved,especially if
there is a disabled child. "Any marriage
has strengths and weaknesses, but when
you add a layer ofconcern or attention that
would normallygo into the relationship itit
self and that attention is dispersed
causes stress," Hudgins said. After divorce, the combination ofbeing female and
being disabled can decrease the earning
power of a woman, Hudgins said, but for
the most part, disabilities affect womenin
the same way they affect men.
When there is adisabled child,that child
is raised differently and there is anger in
these marriages, Hudgins said. "This anger must be dealt with openly. The father
may be angry that the childisn't perfect
(he) can't just take that anger out on the
child," she said.
There has been prejudice among adoption agencies, but there is less of this now
because of case histories which show
successin adoptive families where parents
have disabilities,Hudgins said.
These couples are often creative about
solvingproblems ofparenting. "A visually
impaired couple took turns sleeping with
their hands on the crib so they wouldknow
what was goingon withthe baby. A quadriplegic in an electric wheelchair adopted
children andusedaharness tokeep track of
the child," Hudgins said.

...

.

Tannichhas three children. AJ1three are
dyslexic and two ofherchildren arehyperactive,she said.But sinceshehas dyslexia,
she is better able to identify with the way
her children perceive the world around
them and she is studying to become a
teacherof dyslexicchildren, she said.
"Youhave to be very determined to get

what you want," Tannich said.
"Ithelps to haveapositive attitude," Peltier said, "And I
think that being on campus herehas really helpedme."
Instead of an "Ican't" attitude,disabled
women need a "How can I?" mentality,
Hudgins said.

U.S. women's movement success analyzed
by Allison Westfall

analyzingana

reneciing on tne Ameri-

can women's rights movement's successes
and failures is a tough task. In a recent
book, A Lesser Life: The Myth of Women's
Liberation inAmerica, Sylvia AnnHewlitt,
author economist, attempts to evaluate the
women'smovement through a discussion of
some of the major issues in the U.S. and
Europe.
While the book received a positive review from Time magazine, it wasattacked
by feminist Susan Morgan in MS. magazine. Hewlitt's judgment of the movement
as a failure may not be accurate but she
does address some issues that feminists today should be discussing. Some of the issues that need review are the increasing
number of divorces and number of single
mothers, changing women's rights in the
work place,and changing the attitudes towards the women's movement.
The increasing rate of divorces, according to Hewlitt, is directly decreasing the
earning power of women because they are
forced tobecome single parents. The pressures of raising a family and the fact the
child-rearing years often coincide with
crucial job training times have kept women
from excelling in the workplace. The issue
of divorce is also being treated in another
book by Lenore Weitzman called The DivorceRevolution. Weitzman shows that divorce laws originally intended to help
women aredoing more harm than good. A
survey done by Weitzman showed that
women and children suffered an immediate 73 percentdrop in their standardof living after a divorce while their male coun-

..

terparts enjoyed an increase in their
The issues she points at may not directly
either promoting social changes through
standard of living of 42 percent. Hewlitt
to the push for the equal rights
relate
to
bygetting
ardent
feminists
legislation
or
says the increasing number of divorces is
amendment
or women's liberation but inrecognize family problems.
also affected by the lack of social legislasteadadmit
that
somegroups, like working
Hewlitt's evaluation of certain issues in
mothers, may need special benefits above
tion concerning working mothers, "Amerif
her
regardless
the movement is valuable
ican superwomen are meant to have chilthose given to meninorder to productively
judgment of its success accurate.
final
side,
time,
dren on the
and the
on their own
function in society.
less saidabout it the better." Citing examples and statistics from European nations,
she says the UnitedStates is behind 117 nations in the amount of maternity leave offered or time off evengiven.
the event and bring resumes if they have
Hewlitt feels that the American women's
by LisaBanks
them. "You want to make a good first immovement is caught trying to establish itThe Fifth Annual Summer Job Fair will
pression," she said.
self as equal to the male counterparts, be held Wednesday, April 23, fromnoon to
"People have been impressed with the
"mainstream feminists concentrated on 3 p.m., in the foyer of the Lemieux Listudents that come from this university,"
cloning the malecompetitive model in the brary. Accordingto Helen Laßouy, coordisaid Myers. "So when they hear there is a
marketplace which they see as more reli- nator of Job Location and Development,
Job Fair, they really want to come."
able than family life." This ambition is andTonyMyers, financial aid counselor, it
He said that it has been encouraging to
keeping social legislation from being ef- will give students an opportunity to prewatch the Job Fair develop from about 10
fective, Hewlitt said.
pare for the future.
employerssitting outside at picnic tables to
Another issueHewlitt said directly influ"The purpose is tohelp thestudents find
the full scaleitisnow.
ences the women's movement in the United part-time jobs and summer jobs," said La"We estimated that 700 students atStates was the negative attitude and images Bouy, who, with Myers, are coordinators
tendedlast year," said Laßouy. "Themore
that were being generated towardthe fam- for the event. "It's a way to make contact
students the better," added Myers.
ily. "The chic liberal womenofNOW (Na- withemployers and find out more about the
A representative of Expo '86 will be at
tional Organization for Women)have companies."
the Summer Job Fair as an extra bonus.
mostly failed to understand that millions of
Laßouy and Myers said at least 41 com"It'snot for employment. It's just informaAmerican women like being mothers and panies will be represented,including City
tionabout Expo," said Laßouy.
want to strengthen, not weaken, the tradi- of Seattle, Frederick & Nelson, Crisis
The Summer Job Fair is part of Student
] tional family structure. For them,
mother- Clinic, Citicorp, Broadway Performance
Employment Month, said Cheryl RobertsIhoodis not a trap, divorce is not liberating, Hall andthe Seattle Sheraton. "I try to look
Kirby, assistant director of Career Plan;ind many of
them find the personal and for a variety," said Laßouy.
ning and Placement. "Governor Booth
sexual freedom of modernlife immensely
"They'recoming with the ideathat they
Gardner proclaimed themonthof April as
threatening." Hewlitt states that American have positions available and would like to
Student Employment Month."
women are caught between "the ultra- hire Seattle University students," said
The campus will be recognizing all
< domestic '50's with its powerful cult of Myers. "We have encouraged them to
work-study students for being "the glue
imotherhood" and "the strident feminism bringapplications."
that keepsus together," she said.TheSum< af the '70's."Both views causeproblemsin
Laßouy suggested that students dress for
mer Job Fair is part of this celebration.

Job fair set for April 23
.

'
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U.S. Surgeon General views non-smoking film
and 87 percent want to quit. Koop said
people who smoke are more than habitual
users. "We're notjust talking about a filthy
habit, we'retalking about people who are
hard-core addicts to a drug that is just like
cocaineto them," said Koop.
But large gains are being made not only
by the U.S. government but by small organizations such as The Smoking Policy Institute. New studies suggest that more
Americans are trying to quit. Only 29.9
percent of Americans smoked in 1985
comparedto the 55 percent that smoked in
1964. "I do think we have a reason to be
hopeful," Koop said.
After the preview of "Let's Clear The
Air" Koop noted that children need to be
educated so they don't start smoking at an
early age. "Weneed to educate at an early
age, not 14 or 15 because at that age kids
already have their minds made up," said
Koop. "We need to educate kids at the age
of eight or nine,about the time when they
start."
Helping to educateand toattack smoking
at the "root of the problem" is Random
House Books. "The Trouble With Uncle
Henry" is a recently published book that
explainsthe harmful effects of smoking to
young children. The profits from the book
willgo to help print pamphlets to be given
to children at the doctor'soffice insteadof

by LanceR. Tormey

U.S. Surgeon General C. EverettKoop,
M.D.,visited Seattle University April 9 to

attend the previewshowing of "Let'sClear
The Air," a 15-minute video summarizing
the advantages of implementing corporate
policies against smoking in the workplace.
The preview washeld inthe library auditorium. "I am pleased to participate in the
premiere showing of 'Let's Clear The
Air,'" said Koop. "I am confident that it
willhave significant impact onchiefexecutive officers and medical directors of corporateAmerica."
The program, filmed in and around the
Seattle area, highlights cost savings, enhancement of employee moral andpossible
major productivity changes as a result of
banning smoking in the workplace. "Let's
Clear The Air," producedby The Smoking
Policy Institute in the Albers School of
Business at S.U., is designed to help employers and employees better understand
the health implications of smoking in the
workplace. Companies that implement
non-smoking policies could save millions
each year in maintenance, fire insurance
andother types ofinsurance concerningliability, said Koop.
The video hopes to shed light onnew evidence concerning thehealth effectsof "sidestream smoke." It also hopes to bring to
the surface many criticisms by nonsmokers. New evidence reported by the
Surgeon General suggests: "harmful constituents ofmainstreamsmoke arefound in
sidestream smoke, sometimes to a greater
extent than in mainstream smoke; pollution from tobacco in the workplace andin
certain public places can reach levels
which exceed contaminant levels permittedunder environmental and occupational
healthtegu\ations;there is increasingevidence to suggest that environmental to-

bacco smoke can bring about disease, including lung cancer, in healthy people,
including children."
Representatives of the institute, Robert
Rosner, William Weis, Ph.D., CPA and
Timothy Lowenberg, J.D., worked many
"late nights" to initiate the video. Rosner
said the eyes of the country are on Seattle
and inparticular the Smoking Policy Institute. And if the recent popularity and

U.S. Surgeon General, C. Everett Koop, M.D., previewed a she
ing ofthe video, "Let's Clear The Air," at Seattle University on April 9
the library auditorium.
growth of the institute is any indication of
the impact that it may have on American
society, smokers may want to think about
"kicking thehabit."
But smokers are not the onlypeople wor-

riedabout the effects of tobacco. Findings
that suggest smoking can be hazardous to
the non-smokersare alarming Fortune 500
companies around the globe. Many companies, including Pacific Northwest Bell
and The Seattle Times, have already
banned smoking as a result ofconsultation
by The SmokingPolicy Institute.
The cost ofemploying smokers may have
been an incentive that influenced the com-

panies decisions. Koop, in a recent Seattle
Times article, estimated the cost of employing a smoker at between $2,400 and
$4,600 more annually. He explained that
smokers often miss more work and have

more accidents on the job than nonsmokers.
Of a population of 200 millionpeople,
340,000 Americans die annually because
of their cigarette habits, Koop said. He
stressed that for every dollar the U.S. Surgeon General's office spends, the tobacco
industry spends a thousand on advertising.
In a recent meeting withlocal corporate
leaders, reported inThe Seattle Times, he
noted that 53 million Americans smoke

candy. The pamphlet will be aimed at small
children to help them better comprehend
the harmful implications of smoking.
Yet, Koop is worried about adults too.
He said taxpayersupportof thetobacco industry through price supports for tobacco
growers is "an agricultural issue over
which Ihave no control." He noted that if
price supports were removed the price of
tobacco would drop and the crop would
floodthe market.Koopsaidtheimmediate
result would be more profit for the cigarette industry.

But the Smoking PolicyInstitute and the
Surgeon General both agree that they have
along wayto go before America is "smoke
free." Koop's goal is to make America
smoke free by the year 2000. Can it be

done? According to Rosner, probably

not.

Rosner added that it has been a long and

tiresome road but the Smoking Policy Instituteis going to stay "feisty as ever."

Women on campus
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Off
the
record

"""""

"""""

by Clarke DoubleyewHammersley
Hello, isDr. """"" in?"

I

Yes. MayI
ask who's calling?"

Sure. ThisisClarke Hammersley fror
Spectator."

May I
ask you what this is concern

Youbet.I'dlike to talk withher abou
the recent five million dollar extortion at
tempt against Seattle University."

.... I'm sorry, but Di
""""" isbusy at the
moment. Can I
takei
"Hold, please

"Still busyhuh? Well, okay,just havehe;
call me back at the Spectator as soon a:
Shenever did. In fact, for whatever rea
sons, she and others hardly ever return m)
suspect that there are a num
■calls at all. I
ber of reasons why her and her bigwig
friends choose not to call me. But there i;
only onegoodreason that,asa journalist,1
will respect. Andthat's onlyifshe andothers don't want me to publish maliciousl)
false information in a public paper thai
would result in serious negative repercussions forSeattle University.
Serious, mind you. So serious, in fact,
that if Iwere to publish it, Iwould mosi
likely find myself on the witness stanc
looking at S.U.'s very own attorney whois
rapidly firingquestionsatmy libelous soul.
If theirs, or any other person's reasons
don't fall into this domain, and they will
have nc
not give me solid facts, then I
choicebut to writeacolumn. A columncar

be useful when you can't quote anyone.
Hers andothers' reasons for not telling
me about this 5million dollar extortion at
suspect, were far from my ethica
tempt,I
reason as stated above. Ibelieve that hei
and her friends didn't want to tell me because they didn't want me toembarrass oui

the pseudonym "Snidely Whiplash," was
so confident that he would get the money,
that hemade no demands for any
— changes
in university policy whatsoever he simwas
ply demanded fivemillion big ones. I
and Dr.
thinking that if Father
""""" hadgiven intohis demand,that they
would be forced to ask the trustees for an
even greater hike in tuition to cover the
loss.
andDr. """"","
"No. No,Father
myself,
"don't
doit!I
heard someI
said to
where that Whiplash had conspired with
the Grinch to rob the roast beast from the
Whos down in Whosville! Thathe broke
his partnership with the Grinch after he
discovered that the Grinch had gone soft
andended up carving, 'andeven sharing,'
the roast beast with them. That Whiplash
had split because he had also heard the
Grinch say that little Cyndi Lou Who was
'cute,' and because the Grinch had been
displaying ahost of other 'repulsive character traits.' Don't do it," I
said to myself.
"Please, ifyouhave any senseof honor
DON'T DOIT!!!"
Well, they andother university person—
nel by jove they must have read my
mind. Theyacted quickly andsoon discovered that Whiplash was not mentally sta-

C.W.H.
honorable university, and because they
didn't consider the story newsworthy.
Toobad.Thisisnews, partner. What really gets me is that the extortion attempt
was true. Soitcertainly wasn'tlibel and
mean, a five
it certainly is newsworthy. I
million dollar extortion attempt, in whatever way,shapeor form, isdefinitely newsworthy. Therefore, she should have talked
neither have identifito me. As a result, I
able sources to quote nor solid details to
convey. Ican only use background information obtained fromS.U. security (who
wereonlyminimally involvedin investigating the extortion attempt).
Why do I
think they consider it embarsay it
rassingand not fitfor anews story? I
wasn'tbecause somebody dared to attempt
a vicious crime against our greatand powerful university it was because of dog
food.
See that can of "Cycle4" dog food and
that funny little fellow to the right? Well,
according to trusted university officials,
who would rather not see their names in
print, some guy off the street had been
dumping this dog food (or was it merely
placed?) on the steps ofour veryown Liberal Arts Building. For shame! To think
that the symbol of Seattle University was

—

—

—
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ble. They foundthat not longafter hebroke
his partnership with the Grinch, he became a top executive at some large firm
downtown. They delved even further and
found that Whiplash's firm went broke and
changed hands soon after its conception
too. And witheven further meticulous investigation, they discovered that Whiplash
was left penniless and was onlylooking for
a littlebit of money to buy some wine.
But with the knowledge that Whiplash
was "not quite withus," theydecided notto
press charges. Besides, hehad voluntarily
committed himself to a mental institution
before they could act anyway.
Curses! Once again Whiplash escapes
justice.I
knew Ishouldhave acted for them
and called in Dudley Dooright, who, as
you well know,has beenhot on Whiplash's
trail for many years now.
Lets get seriousnow.The events outlined
above are true. Dr.
really didn't
want to talk to mebecause for one, I
assert
that she and others probably didn't think
this story was newsworthy. Andtwo,more
thanlikely shedidn't want toembarrass the
university. Imean, what other reasons
could there be for not wanting to give me
facts on a very worthy news story? I
rest
my case.

"""""

—

being so degraded. Why, weevenuse the
likeness of the L.A. building aspart of our
letterheadonour stationery.For shame!

This fiendish character even went so far

as to stick a letterin the dog food (or wasit
beside the can?) demanding that Father

""""" andDr. """"" meet him at adown-

town hotel with five million dollars. This
character, whoIwill hitherto refer to with

Congress aid
bill planned
TheUnited StatesCongress will be considering abill which may greatly influence
how college students finance their educaBoththe Senate andthe Houseof Representatives are considering Higher Education Actbills which would change student
eligibility for federal financial aid and
change the student loan program, reported
Insight Magazine.
The house bill proposes regulations
making itmore difficult for students to declare themselves financially independent
from their parents. Students under the age
of 23 would have to be married, enrolled
ingraduate school,orphaned orhave been
self-supporting for two years in order to
qualify as independent.
Thebill also proposes changes in guaranteed student loan limits for undergraduates. The maximum amount a student
could borrow from the federal government would be changed from $12,500 to
$14,500. Thebillwouldalso allowjuniors
and seniors to borrow up to $5,000 per
year but would allowfreshman andsophomores to only borrow$2,500 per year.
Thebill also proposes that interest rates
be increased from8 to 10 percent on guaranteed student loans commencing on the Photographs depicting the conditions in India were displayed in
fifth yearof payment.
by S.U. student Todd
Repayment time would be extended to the library foyer. The photographs were taken
beginnine months after graduation instead Waller during his recent travels to India.
of the current six month deadline.
Congress is expected to vote on a final
bill including Senate revisions and additions some time this year.

Court upholds
LESA suit
by John Teehan
A sexual discrimination case filed
against therecords divisionofthe Law Enforcement Support Agency (LESA) of Tacoma was recently upheld by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco.
LESA takes care of police records in Tacoma andPierce County.
The suit was established in 1980,
brought by five women supervisors of the
records division,claiming they were being
paid less than the male sergeants in the
samedivision. Thecase went before Judge
William Tanner's court, whoruledin favor

of it. It went to the 9th Circuit Court of
Appealsnine months ago and the favorable
decision was rendered March 27.
A source close to LESA, who wished to
remain anonymous, said the City of Tacoma and Pierce County have not made a
decision yet whether or not to appeal the
decision to the Supreme Court.
Richard Milham, attorney for the plaintiffs, said it was "a real strong decision by
a Circuit Court of Appeals." He said it cost
LESA "close to $400,000 inattorney fees,
cost and judgment."
If the City ofTacoma and Pierce County
decide not to appeal the women supervisors can start collecting their settlement,
Milham said.
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Filipino sex roles less
restricting than American?
by SuzanKoscak
A housewife peacefully deposes a ruth-

less and mighty military dictator whohad
ruled for 20 years backed by the United
States ofAmerica.It soundslikea bad Hollywood movie. But it happened. On Feb.
23, 1986, the president of the Philippines,
Ferdinand Marcos, fled his country and a
nation of 54 million people rightfully
claimedthe restorationof their democracy.
InJune 1972, twomonths before martial
law was declared by President Marcos,
Erlinda Rustia, Seattle University English
professor, her husband and three children
left their homein the Philippines andcame
to America. "Things were getting toobad.
It was deteriorating and there were strikes
everywhere. We wanted our children to
have a coherent future. It was time to
leave," she said.
But how is it possible that a housewife
couldbecome theleader of a country, of a
new era? Rustia made clear the phenomenon through her telling ofa Filipinomyth.
"When the world was young anditwas not
yet peopled, abird was flying overthe sea
and decidedthat it wanted to land. It found
a big bamboo stick to landon and started
pecking at ituntilthebamboo stick opened
and two people emerged simultaneously:
the first man andthe first woman."
It is the word "simultaneously" whichis
important, she said.It isthe key to themutual respect and cooperation that the men
and womenof the Philippines have foreach
other. Since the beginning, equality has
been so ingrained they don't even think
about it,she said. There is no such thing as
a man having to prove his "machoism."
And a woman does not have to prove hersett either. They are very confident of
themselvesin the familyand community. It
is thisconfidence that Corazon Aquino has
behindher.
"I was amazed when Ifirst came to
America. Comparatively speaking there
were fewer women in leadership positions
here than in the Philippines at the time,"
Rustia said. "It ishard for me to imagine
that women needE.R.A. to prove themselves."
"In general, Filipino men and women
specific roles that theyplay," she said,
man'sroleis a public one. Heis the one

K

who faces the world for the family. The
woman'sroleis withthe family. Shemakes
the decisions concerning the home, the
children,etc. Each oftheroles areof equal
importance. "No one says, 'You are a
woman, you can't do that'," she said.
There is no such thing.
They arenot competitivewitheachother
but cooperative. In fact she said, thehusband and wife are always consulting each
other whenit comes to decisions.
Thereare very few widows in the Philippines who don't know what to do because
they have played such an integral part in
the family. "Itis a most comfortable way of
living. So, you can see why Cory Aquino
was accepted without much todo."
Women generally runthe home in the Philippines, while men face
Filipino womenchoose their profession
world, according to ErlindaRustia. However, Rustia saidthat
by their own inclination, Rustia said. the public
roles, and women are socially free to
There are some jobs that women are just equal value is assigned to both
notattracted tosuch as agriculture andani- pursue careers.
malhusbandry, she said. Inthe work force,
Right now the Philippines could not be
process that impels them. America could
there is no discomfort among the men
cannot
erase
20
self-sustaining.
just
"You
learn from ourdemocratic revolution it
when a woman is the boss. It is just acyears over and above what happened bereally was remarkable."
cepted. Jobs are given to people who are
years,
fore;
domination
of
400
Spanish
the
In America, Rustia said, her family
the best qualified.
occupation
of
about
SO
at home.It is their declared
speaksFilipino
and
the
American
She said thereare many women working
said.
years,"
she
national
dialect.
Rustia said she had a
inthe government andinacademia whoare
Over the last 20 years there has been
choice between continuingher father's lanin leadership positions. "The Dean of
whatiscalled a'braindrain'inthe country.
guage and speakingSpanish withher chilSanto Thomas, where Istudied and later
youngpeople
brightest
The
withthe
minds
dren. "I chose Filipino because it is our
taught at, was a woman," Rustia said.
We are Filipinos. Why should I
opporlanguage.
and
who
had
skills
to
sell
found
no
Filipino
Most
women want a profession
at home so they went abroad to
forget
tunities
let
them
where they came from?"
aside from family life. In most cases, she
Saudi Arabia, America and Europe. "I
Rustia came to Washingtonin1972. "We
said, the menare verysupportive. Because
don'tknow if shecan entice the young peo- heard about Seattle while we were still at
of their extended family life women can
ple
whohave gone abroad to comehome to home from friends wholeft before us." She
have professions and experience little
help
began teaching at S.U. the same year she
in the buildingup of the construction
guilty feelings that they are neglecting the
"But she will
country,"
of
the
Rustia
said.
idher family arrivedinAmerica. "Idon't
children or home because there is always
try."
think
we made a mistake in coming here.
aunt
grandmother
an
or
orsome other fampeople
of
faithand
a
of
children
have found themselves here
people
My
We
are
a
ily member to help raise the children.

—

"And grandmais not a stranger."
Likewise, Aquino is no stranger to the

political realm. She not only fulfilled her
role as a wife and mother but also took an,
active and important partin her husband's
lifeandcareer that hasnow become her responsibility. "She knew everything that
was happening. The fact is that she is a
good choice," Rustiasaid.
Economically the Philippines areinvery
bad shape and there are questions whether
Aquino can generate enough jobs for the
unemployed.

faith survive, she said.—"That's one good

thing the Spaniards left the gift of faith.
The Americans
left something equally
—
good the gift of democratic process."
She said that the Filipinos areperhaps not a
pragmatic people because they are a people of faith but "we know enough of the
process to make it work."
Rustia has high hopes for the people.
She saidif you leave them alone to do what
they feel and think should be done they
can't go too far astray because "it is the
faith that controls themand the democratic

and have grown. We are happy. Iam

As for the Philippines and its peaceful
democratic revolution, one can only say
that Aquino is "an idea whose time has
come." There is nothing more powerful
thanwhat Victor Hugo wrote.
Maybe the swordshave not yetbeenbeat
into ploughshares and the lion has not lain
down withthe lamb butwhat Rustia has
envisionedisday bydaybeing bourn outby
the unfolding of events in that part of the

—

world.

Seattle women can get help NOW
by Angie Babcock

Education, reproduction and lesbian
rights are a few issues currently facing
women in Seattle, according to Louise

Chernin, staff member for the Seattle

Chapter of The National Organization for
Women.
The N.O.W. is a nationally organized
political group which identifies, educates
and lobbies for equality between men and
women.
The800 female andmale members of the
Seattle Chapter of the N.O.W. are currently working on overcoming barriers in
issues such as economic and reproductive
rights and child care.
"Oneof the largest hurdles still is that of
women being able to enter the professions
that they want andbe able to earn an adequate wage," Chernin said. Therearepresently laws that protect equal opportunity
and pay in the field of government related
jobs, but more pressure needs to be put on
the private sector, Chernin added.
Some of the barriers are down for
women wishing to enter fields that are not
"traditional" for females, but Chernin
said, "It is stilldifficult to get in and they
stillare harassed a great deal once they're
in them."
Sexual harassment and discrimination
on the jobis still "well and alive." Theen-

forcement power of the agencies that can
investigate the harassment is downbecause
theyhave had somuchof their money taken
away, according to Chernin. The N.O.W.
sees thisas a major problem for women.
The N.O.W. views equity in education
as anissue constantly needing to beworked
at. Chernin said that gender discrimination
is still being seen ineducation, even in elementary schools.

"By the end of high school there is more
gender and race segregation and it's increasing as math and computer sciences"
become more prominent fields, Chernin
said. "Girls are not being encouraged to
enter them. They are being actively discouraged and so the classes are becoming

nore segregated in those specialized .arias," shecontinued.
The N.O.W. is one of the leading supwrters of reproductive rights. According
o Chernin they believe that it is a woman's
;hoice what she wants to do withher body.
"Weworkon preservinga woman's right
ochoice. We're not necessarily, andI
don't
hink I've ever met anyone who is, projbortion," Chernin said.
The abortion issue is seen not only as a
noral issue but also an economic issue,
"hernin said it is a way of controlling
women when they don't have control of
:heirown bodies. "It's a way of firing them
from jobs, keeping themat home,not pronoting them because they'regoing to take

time off."
Some of the other concerns of the
N.O.W. arc lesbian and gay rights. "We
don't see lesbian rights as an issue for a
once you have
special group because
anygroup that you are allowed todiscriminate against it can become any other
group." Chernin said.
Passing of the Equal Rights Amendment, achieving reproductive rights, gaining lesbian and gay rights and combating
racism against males and females are the
goals of the N.O.W., according to
Chernin.
The N.O.W. is not currently lobbying for
passageof the E.R.A.,saidChernin. They
are waiting for a new congress because of
the defeat of E.R.A. in 1982 and 1983,
when only 35 or the 38needed state ratifications were achieved.
Washington state is one of the states that
did ratify the amendment giving equality
under the law in1972.
Chernin added that the feminist movement is becoming more global. Internationally there isan achievement of "global
sisterhood." She added that the feminist
movement may not be going so strong in
the United States, but it is going strong
around the world.

...
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Women and Christianity:

Founding fathers built the Church on a tradition of sexism

by Shelly Griffin
Throughout the history of the ChristianI
church womenhave held subordinate roles i
to men. Though three women were the first t
people to see Jesus after he rose from the s
dead, it was men whom Jesus called to»
spread the faith.
During that time women were consid—
ered just slightly higher than dogs theyr
were to be obedient to their masters, men.
Women were granted minimal humani
rights. Women were stoned to death for
commiting adultery while men silently
snuck out theback door, not punished.
These are the origins from which the:
founding fathers of Christianity built the:
church and created its traditions. Today,
when womenask to be grantedopportunities to preach equally alongside men, the
leaders of the church refer to these origins.
They apply the social customs of 31 A.D.

"Ialways felt a real strong pull to ministry," said Victoria Ries, pastoral associate
at St. George's parish in Seattle. "But the
onlyplace for a womaninthe church at that
time (15 yearsago on the East Coast) was
in teaching."
SoRies went to school to get her doctorate in theology,figuring she could teachreligion at the college level. To balance her
pull towardsministry Ries was going to get
involved inCampusMinistry while teaching. But while writing her disertation for
graduate school in Denver, Colo., she felt
really called to ministry and not academic
teaching.
"There was always asense of wanting to
be involved in ministry," Ries said, "but
not knowing how as a woman
because
Ididnot feel called to religious life (such as
being a sister)."
As pastoral associate,
— Ries does sacramentalpreparation she preparesparents
for the baptism and first communion of
their children and prepares adultsfor baptism. She also reads the gospel and
preaches oncea month.
Ries "assumes a lot of the pastoral responsibilities" but Riescan't say the eucharist or mass or celebrate reconciliation.
Jean Thompson, youth minister at St.
George andSt. Paul's parishes, always felt
she would bemarried and stay home with
the children. "That's what my mom did,"
Thompson
— said. "I was ahome economics
major family andconsumer studies."
But then she got into ministry. "I really
struggled
obviously Ichose it but I
also feel it was something that came from
within me."
Thompson was a Sister of the HolyCross
for eight years. "All my lifeIfelt a call to
ministry," Thompson said, "but Iwasn't
exactly sure how that would work itselfout
(as a child) Ithought ministry was
only open to the priest or sister." She said
this was part ofher motivation for entering
the religious life.
Thompson is going through a transition
now because she left the religious community in January. "Inmaking the decision to

...

...

...

leave Iknew Istill wantedtostay inchurch
. '.';."
ministry."
Now Thompson is looking. for support
among other women, who are ministering
in the church, "but there' also aren't mil"
"*; ['
lions of them."
Thompson and Ries fed;it- is important
to be role models so at least the children
growing up now can get used -to:women
preaching in the church..Ries said that a
few weeks ago her sonasked her, "Whatdo
you want to be when youTgrow up?" She
answered that she wasgrowffup and
that
'■'■
"
she is aminister.
'.
■'.'..
"Well, can boys be ministers?" he
asked.
.'.". "
"Yes," she said, "arid priests."
"Well, can women be priests?"
"No, not yet," she said. .■;..'."
When he asked "why," Ries didn't want
to say, "Thechurch has historically notesteemed women very highly," because she
didn't want him to think hehad to lower
women's worth in the church.
This innocent attitude of children is
"hopeful," Thompson said. "That's the
only way we're going to openup
that
there are people who are willing to be
models so what the children see becomes
normative." According to Thompson it's
important that the children see preaching
as something the women cando.
Lisa Urcino-Nance, worship coordinator in Campus Ministry at Seattle University,got involved inchurch liturgy and music in 1968. "At that time Iwas really
satisfied with what Iwas doing," said
Urcino-Nance. "Ididn't havemuch awareness of any other needs a woman would

.

'"' . .

...

As women who became active in the Catholic Church, Victc
Ries (left) and Jean Thompson discuss their obstacles and achie
ments.

think about their own sexuality," said
Urcino-Nance.
But women can add anew dimension to
the church. "The churchleaders all being
maledon'tunderstnad that," Urcino-Nance
said. "It'shard for them to accept the femininity they have."
"A gift a lot of womenhaveis a different
spirituality. It's more connected with the
universe, globe, peace issues.
earth

.. .

"(Priests are) fearful of working with women
because that makes them think about their

lead worship.

Urcino-Nance, Thompson and Ries all
feel that women willeventually lead wor-

shipas ordained priests.
Ries said that older peoplereally support
the "new church." They are doing much
work to change the attitudes of ordained
priests and lay people. She already feels a
lot of support when she preaches.
Middle-aged women, however, seem to
have the hardest time with the changes,
"but Idon't really know why," Ries said.
"They are the ones who don't look at me
preach."
whenI
Thompson feels change will happen
when people get used to the idea of women

as priests, "but it wiV\ be stow. V/e need a
lotof patience." She sees religious women
leading the way towards change.

own sexuality."
have inthe church."
:
Urcino-Nance said, that women were the
of "faithful" people in the church
—majority
attending mass, getting involvedin fundraising and cleaning the church. "I just
assumed they wereall satisfied with that,"
.
she said.
It wasn't until three yearsago when she
was asked to get more involved in prayer
services that sherealized there wereblockages. "People weren't ready to accept me
as a woman to lead a prayer,service," said
Urcino-Nance.
She said it wasliberating toget the Campus Ministry job twoyears ago at S.U.because she felt more freedom to plan liturgies and give homilies. "But there still is
ignorance on the part of the clergy as to
what womencan contribute" she said. "A
lot of that is fear. They're afraid of letting
go, they're afraid of losing control."
She also said the fear has alot to do with
sexuality. Priests are "fearful of working
with women because that makes them

'"

Women come from that," Urcino-Nance
said. "It'shard for priest to bring the spirituality womenhaveinto their ownlivesand
the church."
Urcino-Nance feels that some Jesuits especially are ignorant when it comes to preparing a liturgy which incorporates community and the special feminine
spirituality. "Those Jesuits who are not in
touch with parishes and not in touch with
the laypeople whoplanliturgies and where
they'recoming from," Urcino-Nance said,
"can't ritualize and they can't preside at a
liturgy and they can't be the mediators."
"How can they (Jesuit presiders) pray

with those students, be with those students
when they hadn't experienced their day to
day life?" Urcino-Nance asked. But she
feels shehas a great team ofpresiders now
who do keep in touch with the students
more than just in class. They play, support
and just be with the students. UrcinoNance feels this is important if they are to

Changes in the people's needs will spur
on the movement, Thompson said. The
church is being "impacted by the world
more." Thompson also said that there are
changes in priests' roles just as there are
changes in thechurch.
Urcino-Nance supports women'sordination as long as "women stay true to themselves, true to their heritage and where
they've come from . .. they can bring
aboutchange."
She feels that the laity has to be educated
"because they (the parishoners) still aren't
ready to accept women in leadership roles
But they are being forced todeal with
it when there aren't daily masses
because of lack of priests."
However, it is not only the men's problem, Urcino-Nance said. "It's womenwho

....

...

haven't

vet been able

to

recoenize th^ir

(continuedon page16)

A local father looks at new male roles
by Lisa Banks
father's commitment to his childrenis
t equal to the amount of time he
spends raising them, accordingto Alex von
Reis Crooks, a half-time house-husband.
"It's a lot easier to come home and love
them ifyouonly see them for anhour a day,
but you don't get that deep down attachment," he said. "Once you've changed a
thousand diapers and you still love them,
then you really love them. It gives you a
realistic feeling for your kids." Crooks
works half-time as a house-husband, taking care ofhis sonsJ.T., 16; Anders, 4; and
Mitka, 2 while his wife teaches. He also
works half-time as a boat builder while his
wife,Evie, stays home withthe children.
"We try to keepone of us with thekids at
all time," he said.
Crooks was a full-time house-husband
for the first year after Anders was born.
"Evie wanted to keep teaching and there

P

was no way we weregoing to put him into
daycare," he said.
Kids should be raised by their parents
because "no one will love th^m as much as
their parentslove them," Crooks said.
Now the economics of the situation require both parents to work:
"It really takes two' incomes," Crooks

. .

.

'-■-",
said.
He said the difficulty has been that he
and his wifedon't get to see- muchof each
other. "I get home, at 10 o'clock at night
and sheleaves early in the morning and we
see each other for about 15 minutes at
noon," he said.

"

.' ;

■

..

Crooks said they have to be careful in

those few minutes not to go flying at each
other withall the problems of the<Jay. "It's
been an instant in my life;and.not being
able to have nights outhas just- been minimal aggravation in the trig picture" he
:'"■" " "."" :.
said.

Crooks said the kids love having both of
their parents home for part of the day. "I
think it's really goodfor them because Ido
things differently than my wife does," he
said. "She plays with them much more,
andbeing a special ed school teacher she's
more interested in their intellectual develgo outand do alot of work.'
opment. I
The Crooks' house is on a 120-acre timber farm so there's a lot of logging and
maintaining to do. "I just take (the kids) up
with me and Ibundle them up inrain gear
and snowsuits," he said.
The kids have their own saws and a
workbench. "Anders, had a big hammer
and wasable topound nails whenhe was 2.'
Anders is really good about taking care
of Mitka and helping out around the house
because he sees his father doing those
things, Crooks said. "He does view that

there's no traditionalmale roles involved in
housekeeping," Crooks said. "He's going
to really grow up, Ithink, being able to
take care of himself.'
Crooks said many of the men who work
onBainbridge Island bring their kids along
with them. "It's not an oddity," he said.
Crooks would highly recommend thiskind

of situation for anyone who can swing the
work hours.It is "the most joy you can get

as a father," he said.
"Every once inawhile Iaccused Evie of
being jealous, but mostly in humor," he
said. "It's a relief for her that she canleave
themwith theconfidence thatthey won'tbe
justsobbing and missing their mother."
Crooks said the kids will always miss
their mother more than they'll miss their
father, but "it's nice to have them appreci"

ate fhpir father tnn
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SOAP BOX FORUM
As long as women suffer, we all do
There will undoubtedly be sceptics among the Spectator audience this week who will
wonder why this issue has concentrated on the status of women in the 80's. Some readers
might be tempted to ask, "Why bother," or go so far as to accuseus ofundertaking a sexist
venture. The special effort put forth by the Spectator staff this weekis an attempt to address
the urgentneed to recognize the rights of women, not only at Seattle Universitybut throughout the world.
Alot of space hasbeen devotedin the American press lately about the improved conditions
of women.Itis even true that themedia has altered its image of womento suit the changing
political and sexual climate. We no longer see JaneWyman waiting meekly on the doorstep
to take Robert Young's hat in yet another questionable episode of "Father Knows Best." In
1986, youare justas likely to seeMom walk through the doorand throw her briefcase in the
corner after a hard day at the office as Dad.

EDITORIAL
Yet this media message can be deceptive and lure us into a dangerously complacent state.
While it is true that times have changed, the majority of the world's womenare still an
underpaid andundereducated minority,subject to the whims of a male dominated society.
Forget the romance of Hollywood surrealism, where glittering women manage to outwit
their male protagonists in less thanan hour. Theharsh reality is that even after the effort has
beenmade worldwide in thelast few years to upgrade the condition of women, they are still
largely restrictedon a finacial andemotional level.
Figures compiled by the CensusBureau in August 1985, reveal that women in the U.S.
earn 64 cents for eachdollarearned by males, up only one cent since 1939.The situation in
Europe is slightly better. InItaly women's wagesare 86 percent ofmen's.In Sweden women
average81percent of men's wages,up from 71 percentin 1970.
While these figures are food for thought, they do not measure up to the emotional hardships that womenin other countries face. In some countries it is actually dangerous to be

born female.
India,for example, has recently beenracked bya seriesof "kitchen accidents." According
to Indian authorities, young womenare being married to unscrupulous grooms. After the

bride'sfamily deliversthe dowry the woman isbundledoff by the groom. With his bride
safely inhand the groomdemandsmore payment from the bride'sfamily. If it is not forthcoming the bride dies in an accident, usually from burns suffered from a fire in the kitchen.
The groomis thenleft free to marryagain.
Other countries place womenin similar subserviant roles that, while not life threatening,
are nevertheless degrading. In someIslamic countries the women'sroleis severly curtailed
by society's interpretationof the Koran. Thereis anold Pathan saying in the north of Pakistan which says that a woman'splace is inthe home orin the grave. In 1982 a princess of the
Saudi Arabian royal family was publicly executedfor adultery.
With facts and figures like theseit would be easy to fallinto a sexist trap, saying that the
problem at handis simply one ofsexualchauvinism. Yet whatis most important is to see this
as a human issue, not simply a sexual one. Men should be just as concerned about this
situation as women are. At issue here is not who reigns supreme, men or women. The
overridingproblem is whyin the 20th centuryhalf of the world's population stillrun the risk

of being treatedlike chattel.
As a race wecan onlyhope to progress towards the stars if we first break away from out
earthlyprejudices. We are all brothers and sisters. So long as one ofus is in chains, we all

Women can make drastic decisions about having kids
by Allison Wist fall
If you're a 21-year-old woman or just
about any woman of "child bearing" age
and you'requestioning whether or not you
should ever have children,there are a lot of

responses.
Oneof the most commonand disturbing
responses comes from just about everyone,
"You are too young to be making such
drastic decisions."

Opinion
Too young, that's an interesting idea.
What does "too young" mean?
"Too young" usually implies a lack of
knowledge orexperienceabout a subject to
make an educated decision. How that applies to women's making this decision I'm
not sure. Women know how babies are
made and where they come from. Itried to
remembera time when Idid not know that
babies didn't come from women. I
couldn't. Ithink from "Day One" or at
least "Day One of remembered existence"

girls know babies don't come from cabbage
patches but somehow but somehow they
came from us. Having babies is never explained as that procreative effort of onehalfof a species biologically inclined todo
so; having babies is instead explained by
the role of "mommy." Ifyou arelittle girl,
mommy is something you grow up to be.
Girls are trained to bemommies in clever
ways. They are given baby dolls, baby
cribs and babybuggies. The idea that there
isa decisionin the matter doesn't even pop
into ourheads until themenstrual cycle begins. Aroundthat time, after 12 to15 years
of assumed "FutureMothers of America,"
we discover that a physical processhas tied
us to motherhood not any society rule or
god-given mandate only a physical phenomena. Yet, this physical process has tied
women to a societal role for countless
years.

The societal roleis demanding. It is a job
—
that goes iur 24hours .i .'ay without pay
the biological function of giving birth

turned intoa social rolethat developedinto
an attitude about women. The attitude
sounds something like,a woman'sprimary
function is to producechildren.
When peoplesay "you'retoo young" to
make such drastic decisions, Ithink the
proper response should be, "No, Iam not
too young. I
am challenging a decision that
has already been made about me."
Thesecond part ofthat responseis interestingas well. "Drastic decisions." Why is
questioning whether or not you will have
children seem so drastic? Questioning
seems to make sense if you look at the
world today. We live in a world with the
constant threat ofnuclear destructions. We
live in a country where violence is increasing even among children,every year. We
live in anation where the amount of single
mothersand divorces is increasing.
Questioning also seems tomake sense if
women look at what they expect of themselves.
" If they want a career, gaining the
si , education,and experience tobe sue-

cessful is a full-time pursuit. In addition,
the time period that most womenneed to
use to acquire these skills coincides with
the best time for women to give birth to
healthy babies. Obtaining upper management, or other decision- or money-making
positions takes time and energy. How childrenfit into thatschedule has to be consic
ered.

People who qualify the idea of a woman
electing not to havebabies as being a dras
tic decision must see women's function i
life and society as one of reproduction
When people say you're too young to be
making such "drastic decisions" Ithin c
the response should be "I've though a lo
about having childrenbut I
have made a de
cision to put my creative efforts else
where."
This discussion is not intended to pro
mote the choice of not having babies; in
stead, itis toquestion what havingbabies i
really about and vhat we as women in :h
'80's want it to be about.
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Letters to the Editor
Sexual harassment
To the Editor:
On Thursday, April 10, 1986, Seattle
University Faculty attended a required
workshop onSexualHarassment. The presenter was Mr. Doug Duncan, a lawyer
specializingin the field. From Mr. Duncan
we learned the following:
1) If a person is accused of sexual harassment, itcan cause disruption in his/her
personal life.
2) Ifs/he is guilty, the professor can be
terminated.
3) That professor can be individually
4) The university can be sued.
5) Ifanadministrator learns of the prob-

lem and does nothing, that administrator
canbeliable.
6) The harasser could have a record of
sexual assault and battery, making future
employment problematic.
7) Insurance coverage in the area is limited, non-existent for "intentional infliction ofemotional stress."
8) The most dangerous situation is the
Faculty-Student love relationship, because
18- and 19-year-old studentscan be "volatile" and "confused."
9) Thestudent could getpregnant, which
could bepsychologically devastating.
10) Other students knowing of the relationship could feel wronged and sue for
discrimination.
11) Mr. Duncan does not like to have
women on the juries of these cases, especially older women, but this seems unavoidable because 70 percentof jurors are
women.
After Mr. Duncan's presentation, the
immediate questions from the floor were
about "false claims" (my italics) and university insurance coverage for faculty!
Nowhere in this presentation, and the
faculty response that followed, was there
evidence that anyone knew, understood or
empathizedwith the human suffering that
results from sexualharassment.
During my three-and-a-half years at
S.U., I
have had S.U. students and staff in
my office, agonizing overrepeated sexual
innuendoes, manipulation, pleas, crude
propositions and insistent demands, as
well as the possible recriminations if they
reject those in positions of power over
them. This harassment has come both
from S.U. Faculty, and from employment
supervisors outside S.U. Often students
and staff (andfaculty)pretendto enjoy sexual advances,afraid of injuring the inflated
egos of those whocouldharm them. There
is noSexual Harassment Policyhere; there
is no Committee on Sexual Harassment to
heargrievances; there appears tobe no recourse,except sympatheticprofessors who
keep secrets.
Imyself sweated a whole course in my
major field at another institution, trying

not to hurt my Professor's feelings, fearing

that my rejection of his repeated advances
could wreck what Ihoped would become
my career. My experience was benign in
comparison to some ofthe accounts Ihave
Norare women the only ones harassed. I
happen to have witnessed two incidents of
sexual harassment by female faculty on
male students. Ihave had a grown man in
my S.U. office, shaking with sobsbecause
a rejected femalesupervisor (outsideS.U.)
was accusing him of being gay (the usual

accusation);he was terrifiedthat she would
find out that he was.
Some of these students have gone else-

where.
Itis estimate that one outof three women
is sexually abused by the ageof 18, andone
out of five men. Many of those sexually
harassed were abused as children; the experience is similar.
appalled atchild
— whyWeare
not adult sexual abuse
sexual
abuse
— which is what sexualharassment is?
Sexual harassment and discrimination
are about the abuse of power; they are
about women who acquiesce because of
low self esteem, and whose self esteem
plummets even lower as a result of the experience, who leave careers, have long
bouts of depression, abuse alcohol and
drugs, and enter therapy. We are not talking about flirtation between equals here.
We are talkingabout threats ofpsychological violence, resulting in shame, guilt,
anxiety, and sometimes suicide attempts
when these experiences are not believed,
or labeled "paranoid." There are more
ways to kill off identity and sense of self
than by the knife!
Before the workshop, there was a lot of
humor surrounding it. There was a very
funny letter that originated inthe School of
Business, warning people not to touch.
There was^a suggestion in the halls that we
holda "Creative Sexual Harassment Workshop," preferably overa weekend; another
faculty membersaid s/he was attending the
workshopto find out how to do it. Would a
workshopon ChildSexual Abusehaveelicited the same reactions?
Ihave been naive enough to believe
S.U.'sMission Statement, part of whichis
a concern for the human person. Where
was this concernlast Thursday?
Itis my understanding that the Workshop
was to have included a presentation by a
Psychologist, presumably about the effects
of sexual harassment on the survivor. She
was called away at the last moment. Continuingwith the workshop was ill advised.
In this case, half a workshopwas not better
than none.
I
wouldlike to propose that the Administration hold a second mandatory Sexual
Harassment Workshop as soon as possible.

It should clarify the subjective experience
of sexual harassment and discrimination;
convey the suffering entailed; define exactly what sexually harassing behavior is,
and how it is threatening; and it should
make explicit the significance of the power
dimension. In addition to a Psychologist,
perhaps a panel of women withvarying experiences of sexual harassment and discrimination would be willing to serve.
Ibelieve such exposition of the human
experience, behavior and consequences
would evoke great concernamong the majority ofthe S.U. professors whomIknow.
There is much ignorance here, and much
consciousness-raising to be done. Then,
forthe few intransigent and intractable,remembrance of Mr. Duncan's threats of termination and law suit should prove effective (although ageism and sexism were
offensive).

While Iapplaud efforts to bring sexual
harassment from secrecy into the open, it
is my earnest hope that in the future, this
topic can be handled with more sensitivity
toward, and empathy for, the human person.
Patricia Weenolsen, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
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comes fromthe lack ofunderstanding and
the mystery. Kim Basinger in "9 1/2
Weeks" subjugated herself to the attracTo the Editor:
tion of the mystery. She chose on her own
Iwouldlike to begin thisletter by thankvolition to be mesmerized by a clean-cut
ing Dean Visser forhis coverage of Seattle yuppie sociopath. If Mickey Rourke
wasn'tinto the money would the relationUniversity divestment in the March 6th isship
have even happened?
sue. His article was one of the best exam"9 1/2 Weeks" should be sin qua non
ples of thorough, informed news coverage I
have witnessedin the Spectator this year.
for this generation to experience. After
all,this generation neverhad the opportuIfeel compelled to correct a misquote
which appeared in another article of that nity to experience "Free Love." And
same issue, however. This article, which most may be unfamiliar with the "Last
dealt with the "Speak Out Students" rally, Tango InParis" like Hamida Bosmajian.
included comments made by me when I
Sincerely,
spoke to the students gathered at the rally
The Coalition for Realism in the Cinon theissueofS.U.divestment. In particuema
lar, Iam concerned about the portion
which reads, "By selling the invested interest in companies in South Africa, said
Anable, wecan wash our hands of the isTo the Editor:
sue."
I
would like to respond to theletter from
statement.
have
never
such
a
Frederick
C.Stark, Jr. printed in the April
I
made
First, (and incidentally) "invested inter3 Spectator.
While Itake issue with many of Stark's
est" is an awkward and incorrect paracomments thereisone with which Iagree:
phrasing of my remarks about theinvest"... he may ruin his future by tainting
ment of S.U.'s endowment funds. But,
more importantly, Ifeel it is necessary to himself withfederal employment since itis
clear up any misconceptions which may
lookedupon with great disdain by thebusihavearisen due to my beingquotedinaccuness community and the public ingeneral."
rately.
Itis unfortunate that the reputation of the
What was said was that during aconver- federal employee has been degraded by
sation with Father Sullivan, he expressed public officials, taxpayersand the leaders
concern that if the university were to di- of our nation. At one time in our country,
public employees were respected and it
vest, wemight be washing our hands of the
was considered aprivilege to work for the
larger issue. Sullivan's comment— andit is
a very valid one had to do with the fact
government.
Personally, Istill consider it a privilege
that people who are concerned about the
to- serve my country, although in the last
atrocities being committed inSouth Africa
must do more than simply work for their
few years Ihavehad to workharder at that
ownuniversity's divestment.
attitude than Idid in the past.
S.U. Students Against Apartheid— of
Ihaveanother approach to federal servwhich— I
am Co-chair, along with James ice and that is the opposite of Stark's. I
Gore plans on continuing our anti- have worked very hard during the past 15
apartheid work. During our last meeting of
years. Ihavebeen paid by the taxpayersto
present an image of the government of
winter quarter, on March 7th, many ideas
which Icouldbe proud. Ihave attempted,
were generated regarding possible future
by my behavior and appearance, profescampus events and projects. Though S.U.
isgoingtodivest, wecertainly don't plan to
sional attitudeand judgments to create an
image of a federal employee who is well"wash our hands of the issue," for the
educated, concerned, cares about this
larger issue— the dismantling of the sys-

Fight apartheid

■

Proud employee

—

—

tem of apartheidinSouth Africa has yet
tobe resolved.

Sincerely,
Jodi Anable
Letters will be published on a space
available basis and may be edited as
needed.

Porn flicks
To theEditor:
Your Soapbox Forum in the last issue
couldn't have come at a better time. Have I
got a movie for Hamida Bosmajian? It has
an Rrating,Hamida,but if you fly to Paris

you might catch it in its unabridged Xrated form. Yes, "9 1/2 Weeks" finds
pornographic fantasies about women to be
sociallyacceptable (60percentof the audience was female). Some women are swept
away by going past the boundaries inherent in the staid, socially acceptable, normal female-male interraction. (No kinkiness please!)
You are outraged by the tragedy of social acceptability that our society allows to
such movies as "9 1/2 Weeks." Iunderstand your argument well,and challenge
you to see "9 1/2 Weeks"; for if "9 1/2
Weeks" is pornographic by your standards, all the gains of freedom of artistic
expressionareby definition,inyour world
both void and wouldbe obliterated.
Joel Marquez is right when he says that
much of the attraction of pornography

fHE SPECTATOR
Marcus Reese.Raelene Sam,Brigitte Schulz,Robert and
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country and itspeople,professional,intel-

ligent and hard working. It has been my
goal, within my limited professional
range, to influence people's opinions of
government workers in general and those
of my agency's in particular.
Itake pride in my work and believe I
serve the taxpayers with as much energy
and talentas I
have.I
alsobelieve that there
are many other such employees paidby the
taxpayers who deserve a better deal than
weare getting from the media and the administration.
Ibelieve we need a new generation of
public employees with a goal of turning
around our image into one that is respected. Local universities are turning out
graduates of their public administration
programs who shouldbemotivated tochallenge the negative image of the public employee.
As a graduate student in the Institute of
Public Affairs, Ibelieve one of the goals of
the university should be inspiring a new
breed of dedicated youngpublic employees
whohave a commitment to public service.
It is too bad that there are many bitter
and disappointed people suchas Stark who
just gave up. It is time public service assumed a new role and it will be done by
those who care enough to take action, not
by those who get out.

Sincerely,
Dianne V. Church
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SOAPBOX FORUM
Third world women live in misery
by BrigitteH.Schulz

escape their grinding poverty. This leaves
women who are trying to raise their
— chilconditions
now
worse
dren under even
cut off from any means to feed themselves
or their families byplanting aplot of land.
With unemployment rampant even for
men, women have to accept any

That the world is divided into rich ai
poor, north and south, has become cor
mon knowledge. Through occasional do
umentary programs on TV, supplement
by news coverage which brings into our li
ing rooms stark scenesof human suffering
most ofus havecome to realize that we
are among the more fortunate
terms of standards ofliving^^
Yet there is a dimension ofjM
this human suffering in j4
developing countries
is only slowly entering
consciousness
suffering of women
that part of the world.
Living insocieties Ai
wrecked by economical
under-development, m

01

in^

|^t

which^B
our^B

the^

they can find,

pajd

chances on the labor
market are even more limited
those ofmen's since
rarely enjoy the
ofa modern
While
B slightly over half of
men in developing
BL-ount ries areilliterate
A only around 30 perBcent of the women
Bare able to read

Ball

in^H
A

1H

"I

they are theB
ones who catch
the double
of povertvandB

■

Iand

■

burdenBJ

■well-educated
m women are from
m rich families,
m while most of the
■poor womenreceiv
V little or no educatio
all. Thus they hav
no choice but to acany type of work
they can find.

m

jfl

genderS

M

discrimination.*

■J
fate"

Naturally this
is shared by poor
womenin rich
who find themsel ves
trying to survive with

BJ

Jat

countries^!

their chi\drenin often
desperateconditions. Thus ;'^B

dispro portionate share of the^H
poor in the rich countries is^B
made up of women human
beings who are marginalized members^
of their societies and considered by
many more fortunate as an unwanted
drain on public resources.
Poverty in the third world is a rathei
more generalized phenomenon and pooi
people make up the bulkof thepopulation
Thus womenare subjected to age-old dis
criminatory practices vis-a-vis men inaddition to thegrinding conditions of povertj
under which they are expected both tc
carry and rear their children. RoughI)
50,000 of their children die each day ei
ther directly from starvation andmalnutritionor from diseases closely linked to the
desperately poor conditions into which
they were born. Access to safe drinking
water is buta dream tomost familiesinthe
developing countries and women have to
walklong distancesdaily to savetheir children from dehydration.
Women arealso the ones who aremainly
responsible for feeding their families. Despite their marginal participation in the
formal economy, women in both Africa
and Asia produce between 60 and 80 percent of the food consumed in their societies. Even inLatin America, which is the
most economically developed continent of
the Third World, almost half the food productionis stillin the hands of women.
Much of the pattern of agricultural productionin the Third World was set up during the period ofEuropean colonialism, in
which an international division of labor
wasestablished whichassigned to that part
of the world the role of sypplier ofraw materials and tropical agricultural products
for the markets of Europe. Thus while we
in the north became used to the consumptionof a wide variety of tropicalgoods, the
changing patterns of production in the
south itselfhad a devastating effect on the
food supplies available to local popula-

the Philippines, for
example, those women
lucky enough to find
tmployment in a factorymake

—

tions.

Entire regions which previously had
beenused tomeeting local foodneeds were

write.

IMost of the

for a 12-hour-workday than we
make in one hour at minimum wage.
of the womenunable to find work
in factories are forced to resort to
prostitutioninorder to feedboth their husuandsand children. Seen as exoticsex objects in the eyes of Western men, they are
but victims of ancient gender discrimination coupled with a modern international
division of labor not of their own making
which systematically assigns them the position loser.
How should we in the north react to this
situation, particularly if we are women
whoourselves are trying to overcome the
obstacles of gender discrimination in our
own societies?

Commentary
Ithink it is important to understand that

we, too, are beneficiaries of this interna-

turned into plantations whose products
were earmarked for export. Most of the
time these plantations were on the best
available land, leavingcrops for local consumption on inferior land.
Men's participation in agriculture now
tends to be mainly in the production of
these "cash crops" for exports, leaving it
to the womenand children to grow food to
meet the needsof the family, often on inferior land and using backwards farming
techniques. The use of machines and
chemical fertilizers is normally not availa-

ble to the women because they lack the
cash to pay for them. Thus the yields on
their plots tend tobe limited.
Land reform, when it does take place,
tends to favor the men since land is normally awarded to heads of households,
which almost always means men. The
result is that women, despite the they are
the ones incharge of feeding their families,
normally have no legal claim to land. Following a global trendtowardincreasing urbanization, many of the poor in the Third
World aremigratingto the cities in order to

tional divisionoflabor which assigns such
misery toour sistersin the south. Ifwe are
truly interested in our emancipation, our
concerns mustbe global. We must see their
suffering as our suffering and seethe interconnectedness of our struggle. "Women's
liberation" inthe north willbe meaningless
if by that we meanequality withthe menin
the north whileforgetting our sistersin the
south. This would simply be yet another
timeinhumanhistory that a disadvantaged
group has fought for its own liberation but
in the process has itself become an exploiter.
Women's liberation must be tied to human liberation, both in our own country
andin the poorregions of the south. It must
not simply mean being able to join male
corporate structures but instead should focus onmaking this a better world for all of
—
us men, womenand children alike. How
well we do in this struggle can most clearly
be measured by looking at poor women's
lives, and the record to date is dismal inI
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We must love ourselves and others
by Joseph O. McGowan, S.J.
Following the assassinationofDr. King
and because of that most tragic event, I
consciously began trying to become a human being in our racist, sexist society.
Here Ioffer some of the past experiences
and the conclusions Ihave drawn from

those experiences about sexism that gave
shape to my life's direction.
In 1969, Iwas teaching at Bellarmine
Preparatory High SchoolinTacoma.Inow
would describe myself as Iwas then as an
"Oreo," a person of color who was black
ontheoutsideand white on the inside, who
identified neither cognitively noremotionally with the poor nor the Afro-American
community. On a deeper level Iwas not in
tune with my emotional being. Istill am
not; Iam better now, but Istill am too
truly one of
heady and too verbal
God'schildren who needs to bestillandlet
life speak to him.
But, because Iwas black in skin color
some white people presumed that Ihad

...

Commentary
something worthwhiletosay aboutracism.
Iknew more than they did because I
had
always had the ability to distill my experi-

ence in words and Iwas learning to trust
the truth of my perceptions. Icould name
the what of my life, but Icould not draw
parallels to other Afro-American people's
lives; Icould not name the whys of our
common lives;Icould not suggest how we
could describe, shape or sustain a community in which, while moving in the same
direction, we could bring out each other's
potential. In short, Iwas an accidentlooking for somewhere to happen.

Now Iknow that until we have some
sense of where we have come from as
members of different racial and ethnic
communities, we shall not be able to give
substance to our common goals. Conse-

quently we shall not have the inner substance we need to move and sustain ourselves and each other as we walk the
treacherous paths that will lead to our
choosing the ways of love andwisdom.
In 1969, Iwanted to love and Iwisecracked a lot, but Iwas not prepared to
meet the confusion, hopes and fears we
shared in Tacoma as we, groups of concerned citizens, metto discuss theissuesof
openhousing, morejobs andintegrated edheard those
ucation. For the first time I
questions, "Would you want them to live
next door to you? Would you want them to
marryyour daughter?"
My Roman collar, I
presume, made me
invisible in many white people's eyes because Ifound myselfsitting in at anumber
of discussions where those questions were
asked. Iknew Iwas one of those being so
summarily dismissed from regions and
stilldoubt many Afropossibilities whichI
American people consider necessary or
valuable or significant to their existence. I
am not sureifIwasmore confused at being
present when the question wasaskedor angered at my not having the presence of
mind to respond with integrity or intelligence to the questioner.
But experiencesIhad during that time .
of being quietly propositioned by a
was
white female (thankGod at that time I
too naive to recognize a proposition, but
that is another story) and of knowing a
number of Afro-American men whose
lives were threatened, reputations tarnished and careers compromised because
they were friends or spouses of white females
convinced me that Iwouldjeopardize my own standing ifI
even raised the

..

...

For me,men are mandatory
— themale's world

by Deanna Merry
So they asked me to write a column— for
the women's issue of the Spectator a

and the female's world.
The men's world includes women, but the
wonic..'., ir>rld seems fo exclude men. I

whole issue of the paper devoted to
women.
My first question is, "Who will be reading this issue?" Why, women of course.
The first idea that pops into my mind is,
"Green Thumb: How ToMake YourGeraniums Flourish."
No, no, no. Irealize this issue will take
on a feminist tone. "Sexismin the Tabard
Inn: How You Can Fight Back."
My next thought: Geez Louise! They
have women's restrooms, a women's re-

gotta tell ya, njy

Opinion
source center and now a women'sissue of
the Spectator. What next?
Ipropose a men's issue. We could include things like, "Steroids: Will They
Work For You?" or "Being Male In A

Growing Female Society."
But Iwouldn't be asked to write for it,
because Iam a woman. That proposal
would go down the drain.
Here Iam struggling to compete in a
male-dominated society, and what do they
do? They ask me to writesomething for the
women's issue. Where do Igo for information? To the women's resource center or to
guess the Lemieux Lia woman's clinic. I
brary doesn't carry information on women's studies. Imust say that something odd
is going on here. Two worldsare emerging

"■

_

lite v>^-M o«, cvful
dull
"
without men.Then again mencan "n to
live without us either. Forobvious reasons*
yes,but I
like to think they draw from our
strengths as well.
Men let us have our own world; they allow us to compete in their society. We're
allowed to exclude them from our world
and they don'tmake muchnoise about it.
But if they published an issue of the
Spectator devoted to men, that would be
sexist. Not any more sexist than this very
issue.
Iwrite this column with such furor,and I
lose interest when Irealize it will reach
only halfof the Spectator audience. Not because men don't want to read what women
have to write, but because men feel it isn't
for their benefit. We'dlike to think it is, but
is writtenby women,expressly for women.
Ican't believe this world was created to
be dominated by one sex. Ithink menand
women were both created with distinct
qualities so they could function equallyin
competitivesociety. That's why Idon't like
a male chauvinist. But Idon'tlike a female
i

chauvinisteither.
I
like the regular issues ofthe Spectator,
in whichinformationis provided by and for
women and men. Ilike the issues put together by Indians, blacks, Asians and
whites. Iwouldeven like to see an article
writtenby Draino, the Spectator cat.
So much for my column for the women's
issue. Draino couldhave provided morein-

sight.

issueof sexism in private orpublic.
Ifound no public forum within the Roman Catholic Church or civic institutions
where race andsex couldbediscussed with
either candor, sensitivity,knowledge or insight.Istilldo not.
heard
In facrthe first intelligent lecture I
about sexuality was givenby SisterAlexandra Kovts, a religious of the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Peace, at aconference Iattended
in California three weeks ago. And I
am
now in my forty-fifth year.
Over the years Ihave not talked about
sexuality for many reasons, not least of
which are the expectations people
have
— mysteriabout Afro-American males
ous, erotic, sensual, emotional, liberated
and priests — naive, doctrinaire, judg— stereotypes which
ing, other worldly
though frequently reinforced by individuals, have only that substance the varying
characters in this tragi-comedy we call
modernAmericanlifechoose to give them.
Iknow a lot of naive, doctrinaire men; I
know few who are liberated and sensual.
The sensual manknows andenjoys touching and tasting the elements that make up
his outer world and inner life. The liberated manchooses to act inaccordance with
the cuesgiven him through his feelings and
his spirit.
Female and male weare mysteries to
ourselves and others. We need to hold and
be held; we need to play, to cry, to chatter
and sing, to laugh. Weneed to trust and be
trusted. We need to be seen, named, accepted andaffirmed by every living crea-

—

—

ture.

Butmen, on the one hand, are taught that

they are namers and seers; women that
they need acceptanceandaffirmation. We
are divided within ourselves — neither
—
male nor female but passive bundles of
feelings, moved, because of a lack of self
andcommunal identity, by every easygeneralization and every superficial gratification society can press onus.
In becoming human Ithink it is critical
that webe in tune withourselves. In concluding this essay, I
would offer these four
suggestions for getting in tune: set aside
time for active listening, self love, reflecting on Americanhistory and receivinglove
confrom the world. Active listening
sciously note the feelings as well as the
statements —weand others make.
Selflove speaking gentlyand affirmatively to ourselves, nourishing our bodies
with long baths, oils,exercise, foods chosen for health and pleasure.
—
Reflecting on American history naming the values and waysof moving, nurturing and sustaining others who are significant inour lives,highlighting the stories of
our lives which give form and content to
those values and ways of moving and outlining the directions our lives seem to be
taking.
—
Receiving love from the world opening ourselves to nurturing offered by water, great trees,gorgeous flowers, swelling
skies, to affirmation and emotional support of men and women, to the direction
and protection of a warm, loving God.
—
Iam trying to become
human a self
—
directing person in this world. Ihope
these reflections will help others to choose

—

to become human also.

Hankins reflects on
his ASSU presidency
by Dave Hankins
As president of ASSU, Ihandled prob-

lems ranging from the ridiculous to those
that werecrucial to student life.
Of course, a typical morning's work included getting and answeringmail, as well
as receiving and answering phone calls. I
had to write letters to various administrative, state and national leaders and fellow
student presidents. These letters would be
in response to educational issues, such as
the Gramm-Rudman bill, which proposed
to cut the student loan program, while it
increased rates on remaining funds. Like
all students, I, too, had to go to class. I
returned to the office at 1 p.m. Usually,
this was when Imade sponsorship decisions, worked out organizational details
and went to meetings.
Ithink the most ridiculous thing that
happened beganwith a letter from an organization that informed me it was going to
parachute onourcampus inorder to attract
attention for their specific charity. Naturally, it was to occur on the same day we
had planned the student rally. Ithought it
was a joke at first, but later that day, the
group called me and wanted the ASSU to
sponsor their cause. Ideclined their offer.
Most of my days were filled with meetings. Iwas involved in giving information
on the decision to cut baseball and volleyball.
Iremember meeting with Father Sullivan to explain the detrimental effects of
increasing tuition. 1especially remember
the day Ispoke to the Board of Trustees
about this. Itried to tell them the students
did not understand a tuition increase occurring amidst budget cutbacks and low
faculty salary increases. Personally, I
thought the Trustees would hear me, but
dismiss my speech as mererhetoric instead
of evaluating ifforitscontent. Iwas wrong.
They askedme many questionsand we dis-

cussed this for about 45 minutes. They
demonstrated a genuine concern for the
students and the university. This showed
me that they are not alofty isolated group
of people who don't care what students
feel, but a body of concerned, thoughtful
individuals.
Yet, Ido see some problems with our
student government;it needs some organizational fine tuning. Our student government can be successful only if students
participate. Faculty and staff must also
support ASSU. Our student government is
often viewed as inefficient and ineffective,
but this canbechangedthrough action, not
through "Monday morning quarterback"
tactics. Theadministration needs to listen
to our student representatives.
Ipropose that we broaden the various
standing committees on campus to allow
for more student participation. Ialso suggest that our student representative at the
Trustee's meetings not be considered as a
guest, butas amember whois allowedtime
to voice student concerns on aregular basis, not just on special occasions. Finally,
to build a stronger student government, we
need to establish classes and training in
student leadership. S.U. is blessed with
oneof the finest Student Life staff on any
university campus. Their expertise and
sensitivity can make the Jesuit notion of
service and community come alive. With
Student Life's support, student government
can develop the whole person.
As ASSU president Ihave grown as an
individual andhavelearnedthe importance
of communication to all people. Ilearned
that the BoardofTrustees dolisten to what
students say.
Iwouldlike to thank my fellow officers,
senators and staff for their help during my
year as president. Most importantly, Iwant
to thank the university community and the
students who elected me.
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fast
Women of S.U.
take a new look at
Spring

...

by VickiSimons
Spring 1986 has come with a burst of
color and pattern. The silhouettes are
body-hugging and figure emphasizing,
giving every woman a chance to individualizeher look.
Business attire is not only classified in
the suit department in todays working
world. The feeling of that same old gray,
navy and beige becomes drab and one
longs to have a new and individual way to
dress.

Special thanks to Angie Babcock, assistant, Brian Rooney
and Boon Sureepisarn, photographers, models, Trisha Brown,
Deatra Scott, Allison Westfall,
Shelly Griffin and Kris Sohne.

Fashions available at greater
Seattle Jay Jacobs stores.
The women models are all
representatives of Seattle
Uni versity and volunteered time
toward this special issue.

Accessorize is the key. Takethatplain
dress from last year and splash it with the
colors of this spring using items like
scarves, earrings, belts, beads, bags and
baubles ofallkinds.
Don't be afraid to ask for assistance. A
sales clerk is paid to give you ideas and
know what matches what. Assistance from
a friend may be just what you need.
Women in the workplace have established themselves thereandarenow free to
dress with personal style. The option to
dress in what is comfortable expresses the
individual. The fabricsof the seasonallows
the chance to dress professionally without
appearing stuffy. Cottons, raimies, linens
and rayons are prominent in the modern
wardrobe.Theelement of designand coordination creates the woman of today and

her personal style.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Feminine music deserves more recognition
by Stinson Mars
words toconverse with a world thatdoesn't
wish to speak to them.
Coleman's other pieces, "ILiveFor My
Car" (to drive is to live), "Lessons" (Lie
withyour body/back it up with your eyes),
and "Felon" (when handcuffed/the first
and greatest itch is my nose), exhibit her
ability to orchestrate what seems like the

The music of womenhas not been given
the attention it deserves on the airwaves or

by the press. We haveallheardthat rock 'n'
rollis aman's world,butas Iunderstand it,
so is funk, soul, country and spoken word/
poetryperformance. Ioffer a small caveat,
or suggestion, if you will: don't believe
everything you read, because more than
likely, it was writtenby some old flake who
couldn't make it in the music industry.
Present company excluded ofcourse.
So in tribute to the women's issue of the
Spectator, Ihave persuedmy less thanextensive record collection and found a few
albums by women that have been by and
large either overlooked or underappreciated by the music world.
The film "Sweet Dreams," starring JessicaLange,managed tobring younger generations at least name familiarity with the
late country legendPatsy Cline, on whom
the filmis based. But not many people are
familiar with Cline's music. An excellent
introduction to the golden voice ofCline is
the lp "Patsy Cline's Greatest Hits" on
MCA records. This collection was originally issued on the now defunct Decca label.So check the closets and you may have
a collector's itemin yourhot littlehands.
"
Although her biggest hits were Walkin'
After Midnight;' "Crazy," and "IFall To

J

pedestrian experiences of blacks in the
ghetto into works of powerful emotional
impact. Although the poems are usually

.

Pieces," the strongest songs are "Sweet

Dreams (of You)," "So Wrong" and "She's
Got You," for it is with these tunes that
Patsy lets loose the country blues twangydipthong vocal style that never soundslike
a help or a yodel. It sounds like an angel
sweetly wailing over the prairie plains, in
search of a lost love. Every time Iplay
"She's Got You" my eyes dry with the
words: "The only thing different/the only

thing new/I've got these little things/she's
got you." At one time or another, we have
allechoed this feeling somewhere deepinside, yet Cline's exceptional voice and
heartfelt understanding makes the lyrics
more than words oflament. With this song
and many others, Cline's heart and soul
transcend melancholy and offer the hopeful, magical touch of the blues or recognition we've had problems, but let's go on
witha songinour hearts regardless. Listen
to this album or any other Patsy Cline albumand you'll hearthe country blues at its
best.
Anyone whohas watched at leastone episode of "Entertainment Tonight" or
browsed through anissue of Rolling Stone
knows who Grace Jones is. The face that
"launched a thousand haircuts," the hair
that cuts like a Ginsu knife the lady can
also sing and cut through the non-stopesoterotica bull of New Wave to establish her
own wave, an accessible portfolio of styles
filching as much from French chamteuses
as deadpanDevo-lution.
Relying as much uponher native Jamaican rhythms as the dub and hip-hop beats
of New York and Washington D.C., Jones
glides through her current greatest hits

—

—
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angry anddark, there is an elementof triumph and hope ineach one. This is best
illustrated by Coleman's "The Laying
DownBlues." Thespeaker realizes that her
life, though difficult, is not that bad, for
even though "Sometimes/I get the blues/
and Iwanna lay down," its usually "the
time/Ipush sorrow aside/ get up before the
mirror/and grin," for the desire to overcome obstacles empowers her and makes
each day a little less harder.

Hardness is exactly what's missing on
Exene's side. These poems lack the dynamic delivery Coleman uses and they are
little raps about touring cross country with
X, or bitchin' 'bout the music biz ("Peas
AndBeans").Exene reads a few ofher late
sister Mary's poems which are interesting,
but remindedme too much of something
Henry Rollins (another spoken wordpercompilationIp "Island Life" with both a
cold eyed, cool voice stance and an hyp-

notic breathiness which inhabits the songs
seductively,though distantly. The electricity of the finer cuts as "Private Life," "I've
Seen That Face Before (Libertango)" and
"Love Is The Drug" is like watching a
storm through half-closed Venetian blinds
— a staccato energy both frightensyou and
entices you to come closer and get turned
on.
Side one is weighted downby the dated
70s disco of "INeed A Man" and "DoOr
Die." Only listen to these songs locked in
the basement, all ventilation openings
plugged so the sound won't waft through
the house and make your friends and relatives think that a disco inferno burned to a
crisp that last progressive branch of good
taste you so vehemently cling to. Side two
is far superior to side one;ithas the excellent cover of Roxy Music's "Love Is The
Drug" and the car radio hit "Pull Up To
The Bumper." "My Jamaican Guy," cowrittenby Jones, fuses a lilting native vocal
with the "oh's" and "aah's" of a human
beat box; the umbilical cord of hardy vibe
between dub rhythm and angular guitar
strengthen the Kingston-Manhattan funk
connection.
Thehit single of "Island Life" is "Slave
To The Rhythm," a Trevor Horn (Art Of
Noise, Frankie GoesTo Hollywood) production about funk through the ages. Yet
with "Walking In The Rain," a single from
the early-80s album "Night Clubbing,"
Jonesbears the ethos ofher ambiguous, attractive style: "Feeling like a woman/

Large

Pizza7V^t||

Looking like a man/ Sounding like a nono/ Making when Ican." Her band
consisting of the reggae greatsSly Dunbar

and Robbie Shakespeare, take the music
for all its worth. This is certainly the best
cut from the album.
"Twin Sisters," an adventurous album
for the spoken word (today's euphemism
for poetry read aloud before a live audience), is a live recording collaboration between Guggenheim poetry fellow Wanda
Coleman and lead singer of the band X,
lyricist Exene Cervenka, that requires an
open mindand sense of humor. These poems are not florid little numbers painting
portraits of overly sensitive housewives
withholding dinner and sex until the daytime dramas are over. For instance, Coleman has one piece titled "Murder," which
spells out who she's gonna do inand how:
by hanging my em"MURDER
how badly Ineed
ployer who's figured out
—
bullet
by
my lover and my
job/
his shit
girlfriend who slept together over/my dead
body then resurrected me for parasexual
trial-by-starvation/my ex-husband who/
never has acard—or kind word for his children by poison the me/who believes/in
people." This is an example of the deep,
dark, long shadows that whisper in the ears
of women and empower them with the

...

—

former) already did. The poems are very
entertaining, such as the hilarious "SuperiorAndCool Summer" withits warning:
"Don't throw toothpicks in the toilet/The
crabs can pole vault." Especially when we
consider that the poem was composed during the hype of the 1984 Los Angeles

Olympic Games. Exene is a very good
writer, but she doesn't leavethe lasting impressions that Coleman leaves. This is understandable, since she is the veteran of
over200 performances.
Women are active in every facet of the
music industry and they participate in
every style. Be adventurousanddon't deny
yourself the pleasure of trying something
new. Listen to another woman besides
Streisand or Ross and you'll be glad that
you did.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Wildrose tavern; "alittle
haven in the storm"
by Stinson Mars

Ireally didn't know what to make of the
assignment. Chullaine, the pre-eminent
editor, asked me to do a story on the
Wildrose. Beingoccasionally adventurous
as Ihad been that day,Isaid okay.
— My God,
Suddenly itoccurred to me
—
that place is a bar! A bar Idon't even
drink! What wasIgoing to say, "Yeah, er
gimme a tea, Imean tequila?" Dread
seized me in a vice-like grip.
Her handshake was firm and as she invited me in for coffee she said, "Hi, I'm
Sue. Welcome to the Wildrose." The
Wildrose is a women's bar and eatery located on 1021 East Pike, just a few blocks
north of Seattle University. As there are a
couple of tavernsin this area,Iasked partowner Sue Deevy why she and her three
other partnersopened the Wildrose.
"There wasn't any other place at the time
for women to eat and socialize." But why
couldn't womengo to TheComet Tavernor
any other bar? What makes the Wildrose
so unique?
"It'slike alittle haven inthe storm," Sue
started. "A lot of women come here and
feel comfortable. There's not a heavypickup scene, we have good food, a lot of importedbeers and wines.In fact, halfof our
businessis food." And what a variety! The
Wildrose specializes in everything from
chili to Thai chicken, and for the nondrinker (likemyself), thereare a variety of
juices andcarbonated waters.
"Women's bars (in Seattle) come and
go," reflectedSue. "Ithink the community

—

could supportmore places for womenthan

it does." Inoted the homey atmosphere of
the Wildrose and howIfelt at easedrinking
my coffee in the well-worn yetcomfortable
bar stool.
Iasked if the Wildrose was successful
and Sue replied, "Well, we're doing well
in attracting various crowds. Our lunch
time clientele consistsofmoreprofessional
businesswomen and our nighttime crowd
is pretty diverse. Thebusiest time for us is
after 5 p.m. whenpeople are coming from
work. They want to relax andIguess
" (she
here!
they
can doit
chuckles a little)
Pool tables, color and black and white
pictures on the wall (my favorite is an "autographed" shot of Tina Turner), both
area within its
smoking and
— non-smoking
by gosh! It felt like being in
two rooms
some old friends rec room, enjoying the
conversations, laughter and sights, sounds
and smells onlya seasoned lodging can offer.
"This building was built in 1902," Sue
explained, "and in 1950, the tire store
was
which is now our second room
We do a lot
joinedto this largerroom
ofcooking, we havegood food, we'relike a
little havenin the storm, afunny littleblend
betweena cafeand a tavern."
Sue and her three partners Bryher Uli
Johnson, Helen Underwood and Sylvia
—
Spade Viney designedand prepared the
unique place for womena few months before actually serving at the Wildrose.
"We were trained by the owner of The
Sundance (the tavern previously in The

. ...

— —

—

Wildrose

location),

and for about a month

>ue Deevy part-owner of the Wildrose Tavern.
we hired the former manager of The SunThe Wildrose, 1021 E. Pike, is openfor
dance. We also took Rainier Brewery lunch and dinner Monday through Thursclasses and picked up a lot from actually day — noon to midnight; Friday noon to
running around and serving."
—
a.m.;Saturday 4p.m. to 10p.m. MuInoticed the intimately lit,smaller sec- 2
sic, dancing, smoke-free areas and "deliond room. Iasked if local performers en- cious soups." Enjoy!
—
tertained there. "Oh sure. Live music
all types, are played at The Wildrose. Local performers do well here."
The Wildrose is one year, three months
old andif Sue and her partners continue to
be supportedby "the goodwillofourfamilies and friends," we can count on the

—

"place

for women"to last until 2002.

'Handmaid's Tale' portrays women as outcasts
by Sue Weibler
'M

t3UC

VTCIVICI

What does the future hold for women?
Will it bebetter standards of equality with
men? Same pay for same work? Or is it
some kind of return to old standards of
male/female roles as aresult of the current
deterioration of society? Margaret Atwood, inher book "TheHandmaids Tale,"
thinks this backlash against females may
be the direction society is headed for.
In her book, Atwood creates a world
where America has gone haywire. The
presidentandmembers ofcongress are assassinated, women are simultaneously
fired from their jobs and banned frombuying anything (the main character is not
even allowed to borrow a cigarette), and
marriages where the husband or wife has
been divorced are dissolved. All of this is
told as the recall of memoriesby the book's
main character, Offred. She is a handmaid. Handmaids are little more than
walking wombs; they serve the leading
menin the country whose wives are sterile.
Offred hates this existenceand longs for
thelife shehad before; allthe time wondering what has happened to her husband and
daughter. InGilead (thegone-badU.S.),all
womenare taken care of and no one fears
rapeor VD.,but there is no love,and most
of all, no choice. When Offred and her
partner are out getting groceries they see
some tourists wearing modern clothing.
She is reminded of Lauren Bacall or
Kathrine Hepburn, women on their own,
making up their own minds. They wore
blouses with buttons down the front that
suggested
— the possibilities of the word "un-

done"

or not.

Only the women were dying of choice.
In the new society menhave freedom and
women are at their command.
Atwood shows the normal struggles and
conflicts in a totalitarian regime through
the eyes of a woman; a person uninvolved

in decision-making. This unique female

viewpoint gives insights into personalities
and feeling, rather than reasons for takeover. All of Offred's pain is a mother's
pain, she is forced to live only for the conception of children; while her own daughter is raised by someone else.
Theauthordoes give consideration to the
larger social issuesby describing the fights

the Gilead leaders must face with revolts
and underground resistance. Offred
spends much of her thought-time on wondering what is happening on the outside
and trying at every chance to gleen information about "what is going on" from any
possible source.
Offred has trouble getting any informationabout the worldbecause she is not allowed to read. Eventhe signs for the stores
only have symbols over the doors. She is
forbidden to watch television without permission and she knows, when she does see
it, that must of what is shownare lies. Atwood points out the advantages of society
where womenare closely watchedand protected, then topples these advantages as insignificant in comparison to the loss of
freedom. Unlike any other bookabout a futuristic fascist government, she sees amore
personal side to the problem.
In "TheHandmaid's Tale," Atwood tries
to make a statementabout thewoman'srole
in society and how women see society. She
does a fine job of displaying the emotions
ofthe characterand thosearoundher so the
reader understands and feels Offred's
sense of "unreality" at the awful thing that
has happened to her life. The novel gives a
picture of women'sroles and whychanging
themmight resultina change for the worst.
Most importantly, the woman's ability to
face any situation and find hope and even
humor infuses the novel with a sense this
willcome out right in the end; just as mom

said it would.
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Living flowers:

Organizations
for women on

Nature meets order in Campion Tower

S.U. campus
by Sue Weibler

Seattle University provides many
sources of help and service to women
around campus. These services are there
for women who need a place to study, get
advice orseek guidance.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER:
Director of this facility is Nadine FabbiShushan and Lisa Lanis. The center is
located on the top floor of the Student Union building in room 209. The center is a
place for women to go to study, eat lunch
and talk to other women.
WOMEN'S COMMITTEE. Cochairpersons Erin Swezey and Judy
Sharpe work with their combination
student-faculty committee to provide undergraduate students information and
counseling through planned events. The
committee's maingoal is to prepare women
for the real worldof working,marriageand
children. Anyone interested can contact
Swezey at Campus Ministry or Sharpe in
Housing.
WOMEN'S SOCIETY FOR ENGINEERS: According to president Julie
Simpson,the society assists women whose
major is in the engineering or computer
science fields. Theclub provides help with
studying and sponsors workshops for students. The society allows men to join as
wellas women. Simpsonhopes to sponsor
a trip to Grand Coulee Dam and persuade
someone from Boeing to give a talk to future engineers. The society's membership
this year has gone from 11 to20.
ALPHA SIGMA NU: National Jesuit
Honor Society requires a GPA of 3.6 and
up andinvolvement with the community or
the campus for entry. Alpha SigmaNu accepts members of both sexes, however,
they have morewomenthanmenandall the

YoshikoBowman and Helen Poxson set up one of themany Japanese floral arrangements that wen
on display last weekend in the Campion ballroom as part of the "Haru Ranman," the Seattle chapter c
Ikebana International's 1986 flower show, jkebana translates as "living flower," as this art form not onl
IkebanaInterna
involves color and line, but the communication between the arranger and nature as well.
12,000
members.
tlonal was started in Tokyo in 1956, andhasnow spread to 50countries andhas over

officers are women this year. They an

Will women ever be priests?

sponsoring a debate on "Women in the
Priesthood" on April 30 from 7 -9 p.m.
April 24 they— will show a film titled "Be
hind the Veil Womenin the church" at 1 (continued from pageseven)
p.m. in the library.
ownoppression," like when priests tell the
All these organizations encourage
women workers they haven't ironed the alwtomenand men to take advantage of theii
ter cloth correctly. "They don't speak befacilities and activities.
cause heis the priest."
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She.said that those women have anger,
it."

"but. they haven't acknowledged

Through .opened communication and
learning,how to love eachother, UrcinoNance. feels the cause o£ equality in the
church can be helped.
Urcinq-Nance said that the Seattle archdiocese is leadingthe way under the guidance of Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen., "(Hunthausen) is really
compassionate," Urcino-Nance said. "He
feels the:women'shurts."
Sister Carol Ann McMullen, SNJM, is
the associate director of clergy personnel
for the Seattle Archdiocese. "She deals all
with priests," Urcino-Nance said. "And

it's wonderful that that's been able to happen."
But some women oppose the ordination
of womenbecause they think "they will be
selling out to the system," Urcino-Nance
said. "They don't want to contribute to the
hierarchy in the church as it is now. They
don't want to be part of that organization
which oppresses others."
The type of power women are seekinhg
is questioned by Urcino-Nance. She will
continue to support women as long as they
are looking for "a power from within, an
empowering spirit rather than a power that
will continue to oppress others and get us
into highpositions in the church."
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thought of nuclear war
got you down?Well expose
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S.U. Sports
Student-athletes at S.U.:

Do they get any recognition? Not according to most!
by Thertsak Sac Tung
and Laura Marinoni
Being a student, an athlete and working>
simultaneously is difficult according to
most players.Most student-athletes have to
work in order to afford Seattle University
since the tuition is high. Yet, the studentathletes don't receive much recognition or
support from the school and the students,
maybe with the exception of basketball
players.
Jennifer Grathwol is a tennis player and
honors student inher second year at S.U.
Inorder to makeends meet she has to work
which often conflicts with practices and
tennis matches. "I'm really lucky that the
office (foreign language) worksaround my
practice schedule," saidGrathwol.
Such a busy schedule leaves her no free
time and she oftenhas to drop lesser commitments because they do not fit into her
schedule. Grathwol feels that somekindof
athletic/academic scholarship would have
alleviated some of the time pressure and
allowed her to concentrate more on her
studies. As it is,she hashad to drop aclass

more.
Sophomore psychology major, Colin
Mitchell, played soccer for S.U. this past
fall while taking 15 credits. During soccer
season the team practiced about 15 hours
per week. When asked whether practices
interfered with his studies, Mitchell said,
"Itpresses me sometimes, but it doesn'tinterfere (withhis studies)."
Mitchell saidhedoesn't really get recog-

"
"

'

"If Ihave a paper or a test due the next day
(after the midnight shift), Iget a few hours of
sleep. And with my schedule for tennis,
work andschool Iwon't be able to catch up
on sleep until the next week or so," said
Ackerman
nition from S.U. or the students. For example, during a soccer game there would
only be a few spectatorsat the field watching.
Another thing that bothered Mitchell
was the inadequate coaching of the head
coach, Pat Raney. "Our coach, Idon't
think, is adequate for collegiate level

this quarter to make room for tennis.

Grathwol does not expect recognition
from the school forher efforts because the
tennis teamdoes nothave oncampus facilities. She feels if the school had facilities
there would not only be improved support
for tennis, but the team would also save
money, perhaps allowing them to travel

Seattle University's
1

i

i
i

Summer JobFair

|

Wednesday. April 23rd

,

Noon to 3:00p.m.
i

Lemieux Library Foyer.
1

A variety of Work-study and Non-work-study employers will
1
be presenting information about anticipated part time and
summer job openings.
Employers attending include:

Ranier National Bank
i ♥Lamb,Hanson and Lamb
i *Broadway Performance Hall
♥Children'sOrthopedicHospital

I

Citicorp

M L j^g Day CareCenter
+Ngw England Companies

Physio-Control
Providence Mediacal Center
SAGA Corp

'"

I

''
'

Seafirst Bank
Seattle Sheraton

♥CityofSeattle

*The Shelter

♥CrisisClinic

♥SouthwestYouth Servicer Bureau

♥EchoGlen Children Center

gwedishHospita]

Evergreen Legal Services

John Fluke Corp.

Qn Madison

*Totevision

'
'
'

'
I

I

<

Foster, Pepper and Rivera

*Wallingford Boys and Girls Club I

Frederick and Nelson

*Washington Credit Union

*FredHutchinson Cancer Research
♥Hearing,Speech andDeafness
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza

IBM
♥InterliqSoftware Corp.
♥King
County ProsecutingAttorney

I

Washington Mutual Savings Bankl

♥YWCA
Virginia Mason Hospital

'
(

WASHPIRG

*

{

Work-Study employers

school and high school. "You are at a
higher level of competition," expressed
Mitchell.
Mitchell, from Virginia, expected the
soccerprogram to bebetter thanitis today.
He said he was very disappointed in the
program.
Michelle Hackett is a freshman education major anda member of the basketball
team. Shecame to S.U.because the school
gave her the best financial offer of the
places she wanted togo to school
After having been a starter for the 1985
class AA champions, North Kitsap high
school, Hackett was heavily recruited for
women's basketball by many schools. To
convince Hackett to come to S.U. the
school offered her a President's scholarship whichis four years' full tuition. It was
—
intended to be an academic scholarship
she was a salutatorian of her graduating

.

Fifth Annual

I ♥KingdomeTours
I ♥Officeof the AttorneyGeneral

coaching," said Mitchell. "Everybody on
the team knows he (Raney) doesn't know
the game that well so he doesn't have the
respect and the authority that he should
have. He just doesn't know the basic strategy of the game. We (the team) takeorders
fromhimand theygo inone earand out the
other."
Mitchell said the collegiate players
should get more support above grade

class.
As far as the recognition she now receives for her playing, Hackett feels S.U.is
a little bit of a let down from her high
school days when everyone in her home
town of Poulsbo knew who she was. "I
wish more people wouldhave come to the

games," said Hackett.
If the quality of play picked up Hackett
feels morepeople would watch.She is optimisticabout nextyear. Also,having more
publicity would help get people out. She
does not expect or need the attention she
received in high school, but she wouldlike
to have at least as many spectators as the
visiting team has when S.U. is playing at
home, which not alwayshappenedlast season.
Junior Mike Ackerman, criminal justice
major, works about 24-32 hours per week
at Little Biscuit. He is also taking 15
credits and practicing four to six hours per
week for the tennis team. "Icould practice
more ifIdidn't have to work," said Ackerman.
Ackerman's shift at the Little Biscuit extends tomidnight and he feels that working
late does interfere with maintaining his
studies. "If Ihave a paper or a test due the
next day (after a midnight shift), I
get a few
hours of sleep. And with my schedule for
tennis, work and school Iwon't be able to
catch up on sleep until the next week or
so," said Ackerman.
Ackerman feels he and the rest of his
teammates aren't playing for the school.
He said when the team loses, "We are the
only one who feel it." The fact that the tennis team doesn't have a home tennis court
emphasizes the lack ofconcern the school
shows tennis. Even'though the team practiced at the Astrogym in theConnolly Center, theyplayed their home match at the Seattle Tennis Center, about threemiles from
S.U.

When Ackerman came to S.U. in his
freshman year he was excited to play colle-

giate sportsbut he saidhe expectedabetter
program, a better place to practice and
more fans.
Julie Raney, a senior business administrationmajor, wasoneof the first women to
play soccer all four years of college. Inaddition to her academics, Raney works as a
book-keeper for Ski-Rack sports. During
the soccer season Raney would work before andafter practice. Theworkshe didn't
finish at the store had to be finished at her
home, which left her no time for homework.
"
Raney was disappointed in the severe
lackofattention sheandher teammatesreceived for their efforts. She felt that after
four years of having a women's soccer team
at S.U., people still didn't know or care
that a team existed. She resented the lack
of coverage in the Spectator. "Basketball
had a two page layout during the peak of
our seasonbefore their seasonever started,
while we (the women's team) had only one
picture our entire season," said Raney.
Soccer was the reason Raney came to
S.U. Her sister, Erin, got the program going after the gymnastics team folded.
Raney wouldlike to see sports other than
basketball receive as much financialaid for
their players as thebasketball team.
Steve McNulty, a sophomore sociology
major, is a member of the Chieftain's basketballteam. Currently,McNulty is taking
15 credits whilepracticing about twohours
per day in the gym. McNulty feels that going toschool and playing basketball is fine;
buthe commentedthat the road tripcanbe
rough onstudies. "It's really hard to study.
There are team meetings and game,"
McNulty said.
About the recognition he received as a
basketball player, he said, "I don't know.
Therearen't really that many that come to
our games. But we have more recognition
thanthe baseball team."
Academics, not basketball, is why
McNulty came to S.U. He,like many other
students,came to S.U. becauseit is a small
school and S.U. does offer some fine
teaching. McNulty acknowledged that
playing basketball is not his priority at
school, but his "hobby." "I look at playing
basketball as something to do.It's a hobby
that Ilike," said McNulty.
Although McNulty gets the need-based
grants for playing basketball, he still feels
itis not fair for athletes in other sports not
to get it. He feels the other athletes put in
just as much effort and time as basketball
players.
Sophomore pitcher Cris Morris is currently taking 14 credits. He worked five
days a week,about twoto threehours each
day. Practice is usually two to three hours
in the afternoon. Work and practice time
conflicts.
"Due to the fact that the baseball team
doesn't get any scholarship money we have
to work inorder to supportourselves," said
Morris.
About receiving any support from S.U.,
Morris replied, "very little." "There are
always certain people who follow S.U.
sports and know who some of the athletes
are. Generally noone pays attention."
Harold Menninger, director of sports,
said only basketball players get the needbased grantsbecause "basketball is always
a bigger sport at S.U. So Iwould assume
that how that sport is treated has been the
showcase of S.U."
But Menninger also feels theneed-based
grants can eventually be extended to other
sports in the future. Menninger mentioned
that basketball is a four months sport unlike other sport such as tennis, a six week
season. Since there is a great difference of
timebetween bothsports, there is a needto
"subsidize" the basketball players for the
time spent on practice. Menninger also
said that usually the basketball players do
not workduring the four months, therefore
a need-based grant helps the players.
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Errors plague baseball
by SteveGiuntoli
The Seattle University baseball team
came up short in games withConcordia of
Portland, Ore. (April 6), and Pacific Lutheran University (April 8), as hope for a
winningedge continue to evadethe team.
Concordia breezed to a 20-2 win as they
took advantage of S.U.'s pitching. The
Chieftains got behind early, but it was only

Baseball
wrap-up

S.U.'s recordis 3-14 and they are down
to 14 players, including four pitchers.Ebe,
team captain and catcher, leads the team
with a .414 batting average, 18 RBI's and
24hits through the 17 games.
Coach Don Long said his team has improved their play since the start of the season. Theplayers have basically learned the
fundamentals better, such as backing up a
base ona throw, he said.
Long said learning how to compete and
work as part ofa team will helpeach member find a joblater inlife. "I don't want to
see the team throw in the towel too early,
but to get motivated and see what happens."

5-2 when errors plagued them midway
through the game. Zach Zakahi and Greg
Ebe scored theruns for S.U.
In the other game, P.L.U. scored two
runs right away and continued to hit the
ball well en route to a13-2 victory. Marcus
Badley and John Salle scored the runs for
the Chieftains.

Outside of Portland State, Long said
there is no team with superior talent to
S.U. He said the opponents might have a
larger andbetter teamoverall,but thatmistakes arethe cause for the dismalrecord.
Having a hardnose attitude andenjoying
the game at the same time is Long's outlook for the rest of the season. "Whatever
the score is,let's give it thebest we got," he

Road trips yield impressive
wins for S.U. tennis teams
by Matt Laßelle

Though the Seattle University men and
women's tennis teams encountered some
difficulties while on the road the past two
weeks, they each came up with some impressive wins.
After battling Pacific Lutheran University on April 2, the men's team continued

Tennis wrap-up
their road trip to Eastern Washington and
defeated Central Washington University in
a closely contended match, 5-4. Number
four seed Mike Ackerman manhandled
Central's Brian Zylstra 6-2, 6-2 but S.U.
gainedjust a tie in the singles matches. In
doubles, the numberone seedcombination
of Scott Rerucha and Kevin Wakasa fell
surprisingly to Central's Villegas and

WBik
Marksmanship club holds
awards for its members
by Marcus Reese
The Seattle University Marksmanship
Club honored its members during their
"Annual Awards Banquet" April 6, in the
1891 Room inBellarmine Hall.
Michael Krei, a regional representative
of the National Rifle Associationissued the
awards for top shooters in four categories.
Andrew Tadie, marksmanship c'"ib advisor, considered it anhonor to have Krei
involvedin the program.
"Michael Kreihas worked for Crossman
andWinchester Arms.He alsois one of the

on display on the first floor of the Student
Union Building. Eachclub officer received
a decorative lapelpin.
Tadie said the banquet was a success. He
noted the friendly family atmosphere, the
Italian foodand the achievements of the organizationthat made the banquet a delight.
TheMarksmanship Clubhas beeninexistence for nearly four years. Its 27 members are affiliated with the National Rifle
Association, which has over 3 million

During the awards ceremony,club membersreceived the following honors: ribbon
medallions for best shotgun shooter (Kjell
Lester),best pistol shooter (Everett Young)
andbest rifle shooter (Amy Kiesel).
Recipientsofofficer ofthe year,(Everett
Young), shooter of the year(KjellLester),
and member of the year (KevinDonnelly),
will have their names inscribed on the
marksmanship club plaque, which will be

significant to the intellectual life of the
S.U. student. "For most people, taking a
break from studies allows them toreturnto
their studies more refreshed and eager to
begin anew." Tadiefurther added, "The future of the Marksmanship Club is dependent upon the continuedenthusiasm of its
student members and the continued support and good willof the university's intramuralsportsprogram."

most competitiveshooters around."

MATCH j
Everett Young 24
Dean Cass 19
Khalid Al-mulla 13
Irfan Khalid 1 1
Masaaki Ozaki 10

MATCH2
Hideyuki Arai 15
Takahiko Nakahashi 14
Takayuki Kurachik 11
MasahiroOno 11
Sciji Hida 8

MATCH 3
SimoneSmith 19
Jassim Al-thani 16
SeijiHida 11
Shaffi Al-Shaffi 10
Masahiro Ono8
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MATCH4
PhillipElrod 21
JassimAl-thani 15
Khalid Al-mulla 14
Masaaki Ozaki 14
Hideyuki Arai 10

J/f

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Career
Movement
Success means being in the right place ..atthe right time. And strategic planning is the only way to position yourself with certainty. American
President Lines. Ltd.knowsbecause we'vebeen perfectingthe logistics
of success for over 130 years, through an innovative course of development that's moved us to the forefront of international trade.
If you'reinterested in beginning a career in international transportation,
our extensive management training program is the best way to navigate
a future with APL. Within 6 months, we'll provide you with comprehensive training in all areas of our high volume operation. When you've
successfully completed the program, you'll have secured invaluable
hands-on experience . . and a management assignment in operations
or sales in one of our U.S. offices.
Success means getting a headstart with a company on the move. Put
yourself into that position with American President Lines.
We're seeking graduating candidates with demonstrated leadership
aoilities, an excellent academic record, and a BA/BS in one of the
following:

MATCH 5
Everett Young 23
Andrew Tadie 17
Phillip Elrod 16
ChuckReed 13
Marge Young 11

■Business Administration
■ Transportation Management
■Marketing
■Economics
■Finance
■Other closely related business disciplines
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday & Thursday
April 30 & May 1

MATCH 6

Philli Elrod 22
Everett Young 21
Khalid Al-mulla 18
Jassim Al-thani 14
Shaffi Al-Shaffi 11

American President Linesoffers a starting salary of $23,000 annually and
an outstanding benefits package. Sign up with your Placement Office or
forward your resume to Marta Daglow, Corporate Personnel, Dept. 1200,
1800 Harrison St., Oakland, CA 94612. We are an equal opportunity

employerm/f/h/v.

■

U.DISTRICT
CAPITAL HILL
216 BROADWAY E. 4141 UNITED WAY N.E
328-5412
545-7237
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members.
Tadie feels the Marksmanship Club is

Marksmanship scores
Trap isa game in which shotgun shooters attempt to break 4-inch clay targets that
ire hurled away from shooters. A game
xmsists of 25 shots. Here are the scores
From the Marksmanship Club on April 10.

Davis 6-1, 6-3.
Afterimproving their seasonalmark 2-3
with the win over Central, S.U. lost to
Whitworth and the University of Idaho on
April 5 and to Gonzaga on April 6. The
Chieftains' visit to Spokane lowered their
seasonmark to 2-6.
Over the course of five road-games,
from April 1 through April 6, the Lady
Chieftains dropped three matches, but '
made up for the losses by trouncingCentral
Washington University and Gonzaga, 7-2
and 9-0 respectively. S.U.'s winover Central was highlighted by number two seed
Annie Cline's 6-0, 6-0, 6-1comeback victory overBarb Johnson.
In doubles play S.U.'s number one seed
duoofCline andTomoko Miyazama won a
final tie-breaker todefeat Central's teamof
Holmes and Gregson, 5-7, 6-1,7-6.
On April 6 the women's team nailed
downwhat couldbe their biggest winof the
yeardefeating GonzagaUniversity, 9-0.
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ASSU

w apply pr any of

these positions,pleasepicK

up applications in

the main ASSUoffice.
EXECUTIVECOORDINATOR:Must have typing skills, must
be able to work well with people. Job entails answeringphones,
taking and typing Executive Board minutes, typing President's
correspondence, maintain files, etc. Must keep office organized
andcommunications open with other offices.
EXECUTIVESECRETARY: Typingskills, mustbeable to work
well with people. Job basically entails answering phones, taking
and typing Senate minutes, assist Senators with appropriatepaper work. Assist the 1st Vice President. Attend the Executive
Boardmeetings.
ACTIVITIES ASSISTANT: Typing skills, must be able to work
well with people. Job entails convening the Activities Board, takingand typing theActivities Boardminutes, organizing Activities
Office, filing, etc. In general, assisting the Activities Vice President with everything (s)he does.
ASSISTANT TREASURER: Typing skills, answeringphones,
filing, assisting Treasurer withbookkeeping andany otherduties
to assist the Treasurer.

How about those Mariners????
Come find out atMARINER NIGHTas
they take on the Oakland A's

April19, Saturday
I
fs also Hat Night
Tickets on sale now at the ASSU Office

ELECTIONCOORDINATOR: To coordinate elections for each
quarter, in charge of campaign process including approving
Campaignposters.
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: Organizational, management and
artistic skills required. Responsiblepublisizing all ASSU events
through flyers, posters, and the ASSU weekly page in the Spectator. Mustmonitor, stamp andupdate allpublicity on campus, and
supervise a staffofartists.
PUBLICITY SECRETARY: Typing skills, answering phones,
filing. Postandupdate publicity on campus; assists inproduction
ofposters and flyers. Maintains ASSU monthly calender in the
Chieftain lobby.
PRODUCTION ARTISTS: Two positions open. Graphic art
and/or lettering skills needed. Design flyers, posters, banners,
etc. for all ASSU events. Includes some posting of publicity on
campus.

The Hawaiian Club sponsores the annualLUAU,
"Blue HawaiianMoonlighf
Saturday, April 26
Tickets on sale at the ASSU Office for
$12.00($1 00 offregularprice.

.

$4.00 students
$6.50 staff/faculty

-

JlpriC 18th. ftttmtion students
faculty andstaff. A nezu committee
is being formed to continue the
campaign to declare Seattle
University a Nuclear Weapon free
Zone. So far 1,100 people from the
SM. community have shown their
support, but now we need more than
signatures. Ifyou are interested in
becoming part of the international
effort, to protest the arms race,
please come to the Commuter

Student Lounge at 6:00p.m.,
April18th. or caller. Qeorge y&nz
at 626-6378.

Please bring your ideas and
enthusiasm, so that together we can
work^ to form a more social aware
and just University campus.

You are invited to attend a JUSTICE
RETREAT

-

Saturday, April 19
9:00a.m. 7:30p.m.

This is an opportunity to reflect on
what justice means in our own lives
and in the lives of oppressed people,
and to look at what we can do inpractical terms.

Ifinterested sign up in Campus Ministry by Wed., April 16.
Cost is $3.00

EXPO tickets are available in the
ASSU Office
Discount rates: 3-day pass $26.95
Season pass $89.00
1-day ticket -$13.50

-

Offer expiers April 25th.
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Gabriel's great influence boosts Northwest soccer
by Laura Marinoni

Gabriel replied, "because last year was
difficult. There wasn't as much support as
we thought and we lost money." This year,
however,EC.Seattle willhavewomen's select teamsplaybefore the men's games.
The number of teams in the women's
first division of the WS.WS.A. dropped
from eight to five this year. Gabriel is not
sure why. He thinks it might be because
there is no longer any professional soccer
"Without the NASL(NorthAmerican Soc
cer League), the game becomesless impor

Jimmy Gabriel has been one of the key
names in Northwest soccer for at least a
decade. After having played professional
soccer for 20 years in England, he became
a part of Northwest soccer when he became an assistant coach for the Seattle
Sounders at their founding in1974. Hebecame the head coach two years later, and
remained so until 1979. After the Sounders folded, he helped start the EC.Seattle
franchise three yearsago.
Gabriel has great confidence in the fe-

tant."
He feels these are mixed times for soc

Northwest

soccer
male Northwest soccer players. "Wecould:

pick a team from the Northwest to challenge any women's team from Scotland,
England, Italy," said Gabriel. Last year,
eight Northwest women made the United
States national team. This year thenumber
could range between six and eightplayers.
If it weren't for politics, Gabriel feels that
there would havebeen at least twelve players from the Northwest on the national
team, but the center of the organization is
in New York. The distance makes it hard
for the Easternnational organizers to fully

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Jimmy Gabriel and Conrad Creasy are the coaches of the women's
soccer team, the Seattle rain. In this scene, Seattle Rain and the RC.
Huskies soccer team battled to a 2-2 tie on Apr.6 at the Queen Anne

Bowl.
appreciate our players.
Last year Gabrielcoached both the EC.
Seattle men's team and women'steam,EC.
Seattle Rain. When askedwhat was the difference between coaching the men andthe
women's teams, Gabriel divided the question into coaching and managing. He felt
that men were easier to manage because
women want to organize themselves. However,

women were easier to coach because

they listenbetter. "For me, thereis no difference inthe enjoyment of coaching either
men or women," hesaid.
In addition to the men's team and F.C.
Rain, the F.C. Seattle franchise also sponsored another women's team, F.C. Storm.
Both women's teams played in the Washington State Women's Soccer Association's
first division. This year both teams' spon-

cer, but as he watches women's soccer be
come better andbetter quality, he foresees
the establishment of the women's Olympic
and World cup teams.
IsSeattle recognizing thelevel ofits own
soccer players? Gabriel doesn't think so
He is frustrated by the virtual lackof press
on, not only women's soccer, but North
west soccer as a whole. He felt cheatec
when the EC. Seattle men's team bea
Santos (one of the world'sbest teams)2-\
and the Seattle pressonly talked about he
crowd and not the game itself.
Women's soccer receives even less recognition. Gabriel feels it is a waste for their
talent not to beknown. "Our women players are some of the best in the world," he

sorshirjs were dror>ned. When asked whv.

S.U. graduate, Blume tells
of playing pro soccer in Italy
by LauraMarinoni

Needless to say, there are not many
women's professional sports teams. Most
women have nowhere to practice their
sports oncethey leave college. SeattleUni-

versity alumniLisa Blumedecided toseek
employment where her talents lie. Last

winter she played women's professional
soccer in Italy.
Blume graduated from the Matteo Ricci
College program in 1982, one year before
women'ssoccer was instituted at S.U. She
has been playing soccer for 14 years and
regrets not having had the chance to play
college soccer "not only for the soccer experience,but also for the camaraderie."
It was through rumors that Blume heard
about professional soccer. She andher husband traveled to Rome so she could try out
for anItalian women'sprofessional soccer
team. With a littleluck she got in contact
with anEnglish-speaking representativeof
the Roman team, Latsio, and was able to
try out. Unfortunately, each team is allowed only four foreign players and those
spaces had already been filled before
Blume had achance.
The team told her about a team called
Juliano in Naples(actually a suburb of Naples) which wasinneed of foreignplayers.
Again, she andher husband left with only
the name of the team.Once in Naples, they
happened to stumble across the stadium
where the teamplayed. Blume triedout and
signed with the team.
The pay for a player.on one of the women's teams is about $175 to $200 a month.
The team also paid for Blume's apartment
plus a $10 bonus for a winat home and $20
for a win away. There were 14 teams in the
league whichmadethe season last most of

kick theball around or gorunning in," she
said.
Also, the coach was anti-American and
the whole organization was run by men
who thought they owned the players once
they signed. The players were told exactly
what they could and could not do. The
men's attitude created a division between
the players. The Romanand Foreignplayers resented being bossed around and the
localplayers were angry at them for not accepting it. For these reasons, although the
league lasted most of the year, Blume decided to break her contract and leave after

threemonths.
When comparing the level of play in the
Washington State Women's Soccer Association's first division (the league which
Blume is playing in now) and that of her
Italian team, she felt that the individual
skill levelis higher in Italy, but that on the Lisa Blume is in action for the F.C. Seattle team
concept level, they aren't as smart as
Americans.

the year.

Both the men and women'steams inItaly
are club teams and are either professional
or semi-professional. There are no ama-

After the equivalent of their
high school, if one wants to continue with
soccer one goes professional or doesn't
play at all. Sponsors, usually wealthybusinessmen, finance the clubs. Blume's team
averaged about 200 fans a game and their
events were well publicized onboth the national and local level, much more than in
the United States.
There turned out to be many problems
Blume had with the team. First, she and
her husband did not like Naples. "'It was
too industrial and there were no parks to
teur teams.

It's true! Everyone is giving canned food to their Domino's Pizza driver and getting
$2 off the price of their 16" pizza, and $1 off the price of their 12" pizza. You can,
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lust trade in your can of Spaghettio's or tomato soup or tuna fish or Spam.
anything... and save money while you help fight hunger.
So fill out the coupon and trade a can for a fresh, oven-hot pizza delivered to
your door in thirty minutes or less guaranteed!
All canned food items are donated to Northwest Harvest. Tonight, can a
DOMINO'SPIZZA driver, and help us can hunger. i%AlimAie
Offer ends April 30th.
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Exchange ideas
with journalists
allover the world
without leaving

I
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yourseat.

On April 26, you can take
part ina historic event in
broadcast journalism. The
Christian ScienceMonitor
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Boston and elsewhere,

tne panelists willdiscuss

the role ofbroadcast

Hrw journalists inidentifying and

fey reporting the major intersatellite,
Live via
from four sites
national issues confronting
world,
panel
aroundthe
dis- {""Ml?TSTT AIV manl{inc'- They willalso answer
your questions through the
cussions on journalism willbe
televised directly to your school.
videoconference hubin Boston.
And to other schools of journalBea P3ll°f journalism
ismand mass commu- T-ik TT'T*l'r> tvt~a"t< t/^vivt a t history. Attend the
nications in the U.S., J.JN 1XllViNA1
IUINAL, videoconference at
Canada, andabroad.
your school. You'll
;
have the best seat
Speaking from
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J/' 100/^
Ij/oO in the house.
Vienna, England,Japan,
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The panelists and topics at each site willbe:
Vienna: East-West Confrontation
Eart i-< «'//. editor inchief,
The Christian Science Monitor.
Dr. Ham ßlix, director general,
InternationalAtomic Energy Agency.
Richard Hottelet, CBS, long-time foreignand domestic
correspondentfor radioand television news

KarlKaiser, director, Research Institute, German Society
for Foreign Affairs; professor. I'niversitv of Cologne.
ElizabethPond, The ChristianScience Monitor
Bonn correspondent

Japan: Challengesand Opportunities of
Science/Technology
TakasbiOka,editorialadvisor to The Christian Science
Monitor; editor in chief ofNewsweek,Japan
Edwin Newman, mediacommentator; host of PBS
"National Science Quiz."
Eugene Skolnikoff, director.Center forInternationalStudies
and professor of political science, MIT.
Cbie Nakane, professor ofsociology,
TokyoI'Diversity.
Sbigera Kimura, chief science writer, Asahi Shlmbun.

England: Ambient Violence, Low-Level
Conflicts and Terrorism

Boston: (Videoconference Hub)

Richard S'cnneman, directorofpublishing,
The Christian Science Monitor.
Pierre Salinger, former press secretary to
PresidentJohn Kennedy; chiefforeign correspondent and Paris bureauchieffor ABC.
GeorgitAnne Ceyer, "Washington Week in Review."
LincolnBloomfield,professor ofpoliticalscience, MIT.
Brigadier KennethHunt, defense commentator; defense
advisor to British government.

Rob Nelson, editor of television broadcasting,
The Christian Science Monitor.
David Willis, The ChristianScience Monitor senior

Anchors:

internationaltelevisioncorrespondent,
/„/,„ parrott, editor and senior executive producer/radio
broadcasting,The ChristianScience Monitor.

Sponsoredby the Journalism and Political Science Departments.
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Athletes'
advocate
Sports editor
by Laura Marinoni
As you are running around trying to
keepup withyour busy schedule, have you
ever stopped to think about what it would
beliketo have tofit intwohours ofpractice
into your schedule, or sacrifice the next
weekend for a game? Most SeattleUniversity students work and go to school. S.U.
studentathletes have to work, go to school
and fit at least twohours a day plus games

into their busy schedules.
Other students, if school gets too hard
for them, can drop aclass. Student athletes
must be passing 12 credits at all times or
they cannotcontinue to participate.
Many student athletes cannot afford
school if they do not work, and only basketballplayers receive any kindofscholarship to help them out. between school and
work, it is a wonderthat athletes everget to
practice. One could say that the first skill
needed tobe a varsity player at S.U. is topnotch time management.
All this dedication and sacrifice to their
sport and what do theseathletes get? Well,
volleyball and baseball has been cut. Few
spectators come to any games. Even basketball, by far the most popular sport according to attendance on this campus,
sometimes cannot fill the stands. And, to
add insult, sometimes one can find S.U.
students cheering for the opposing team.

Connolly
News

RONALD SAM/THE SPECTAIUH

The Sumac (Seattle University Malaysian Associated Club) posed
for a picture after the team defeated the Pacific Lutheran University
Malaysian team 2-0 on Mar.29 at the Intramural Field.

Publicity for sports is very low. It is a
long walk to Connolly Center to find any
kind of varsity sports schedule, and if you
are a baseball fan, you find that the home
field is in Edmonds and at Lower Woodland.
S.U. student athletes simply do not receive the recognition they deserve. One
might say, "I'm participating in extracurricular activities other than work and I
don'texpect recognition forit. Why should
they?" S.U. athletes do not expect recognition, simply because it is not there. But
they certainly deserve it, sacrificing so
much time and money for their school and
their sport.
This spring, when you find out someone
is a varsity baseball or tennis player, goup
and say, "I really admire what you're doing. Keepup the good work."Iguarantee
the comment willbe appreciated.

Soccer ties community
by Raelene Sam
The Seattle University Malaysian team
defeated the Pacific Lutheran University
Malaysian team, 2-0, in a soccer match
Mar. 29 at the Intramural Field.
It was a friendly game between theMalaysians, agame that washeldas an activity under Sumac (Seattle University Malaysian Associated Club). The players
from both teams consisted of students
from EdmondsCommunity College, University of Washington and ofcourse S.U.
andP.L.U.
An E.C.C. player scored forS.U.in the
first half,withthe second goal scoredby a
U.W. student in thelast half.
Jasmy Sagi, coordinator of the game

and vice president of the Malaysian Club

at S.U., said the game wasa good way of
interactingMalaysianstudents inthe state.

He added that the players had practiced
and worked hard for the game.
"This is a friendship tie among Malaysian students and a good way to beknown

by other universities," said Kharil Hamzah, president of the Malaysian Club at
P.L.U. He hopes for more games in the
future.
Sagi said he was glad he accepted the
invitation to the soccer match extended by
Hamzah. Henow wants to extend a soccer
game invitation to all theinternational students at S.U.
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FIRST ANNUAL SEATTLE UNH
/ERSITY KICK-OFFGOLFCLASSIC
Saturday, April 5
Jackson GolfCourse
RESULTS:
EVENT
Low Gross 1stPlace Dave Klekotka 77
Low Gross 2nd Place TomSwanson 79
Low Gross3rd Place Steve Scheer 80
T.R. Hansen80
Low Net 1st Place Dave Cox 70
Low Net 2nd Place Joe Sauvage 71
Low Net 2nd Place Darrell Hoake 71
Low Net 2nd Place Harold Mennineer
71

Low Net 3rd Place Gary Boyle 711/2
Low Net 4th Place Shawn Murphy 72 1/
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Closest to the Pin #2
"
1st Place TomGleason 1'2 "
2ndPlace TomSwanson 6'5
Closest to the Pin #13
1st Place ToddJensen 1'2""
2nd Place Steve Sheer 6'6

Longest Drive #14
1st Place Dave Henard 280 yds.
2nd Place DarrellHoake 250 yds.
High Score:
1st Place Ray Hoffer 131
2ndPlace Mike Taft 127

Shortest Drive:
Jasmy Sagi 2 ft.

THISBUD'S
FOR YOU.
BUDWEISER*»KING OF BEERSt.ANHEUSEnBUSCH INC >ST LOUIS
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Adkisson recalls her tennis hey-day

I

in

by Thertsak Sac Tung

1^38, a female tennis player

caned

won the

championship ofSouth America inColombia by defeating then reigning champion,
Althea Gibson of the United States and
Brazilian Maria Bueno (who won the
ladies' single's at Wimbledon for the next
two years). Gibson hadn't lost amatch in
24 months before she lost in three sets.
Bueno lost in straight sets in the final. The
player who defeated Gibson and Bueno is
Janet Adkisson, S.U. tennis coordinator
and the Lady Chieftains' tennis coach.

All

comers College.

Adkisson

won it three straight years.

Adkisson played the tennis circuit until

1960 whenaknee injury forced her tostop.

She saidher best yearon the circuit was in
1959 because "it was the fullest."
Adkissonfeels that today'splayersdo not
have an all-court game. "Today the girls
are terrible. They are not strong volleyers
or servers."
More players are on the circuit now because of the money to be made, said Adkisson. But in the 1950s, the players had to be

1"l

was concerned about S.U. Iam
an alum; Iwas tired of S.U. losing
9-0, 9-0, 9-0. 1 feel that the school
still hasn't really said where they
are going to go."

Adkisson, an S.U. graduatein 1956, described her tennis game as an all-court
style. She could serve and volley effectively and her ground stroke was good
enough that she was in around of 16 of the
singles and the semifinals in the doubles
and the mixed doubles of the clay court at
theFrench Open.

I

...

then

sponsoredor be really good. There were
only 30-40 playersplaying the world-wide
tour, she said. Now, there are at least 200
women players venturing the globe according to the computer ranking printout.
The pro of today is having aneasier time

playing the circuit, said Adkisson. Before
the French Open,today's promight take a
break or play in some clay tournament for
practice, as a warmup to the main event.
But in yesterday's era "we used to goright
from Wimbledon to our national clay
court," said Adkisson. "Fromcold grass in
London that maybe was 60 degrees, to
Chicago that was over 100 with humidity
up to 90 degrees."
Adkisson decided to coach the tennis
teambecause "I felt ashamed to let the tennis program go down so low that you were
just casting around for somebody to coach
the team.
"I was concerned about S.U. Iam an
alum; Iwas tired of S.U. losing 9-0, 9-0,

now

...

9-0. 1 feel that the school stillhasn't really
said where they are going to go," sak
Adkisson.
Adkisson is a member of the USPTA
(UnitedStates Professional Tennis Association).Themain purpose ofthe association
is to keep sharp in the teaching field
through monthly meetings and conventions. Jerry Strang, men's coach, and
Adkisson are the testing chairman in the
Pacific Northwest district. They test people who aspire tobe pros.
Some tennisinstructors make money off
the students by giving more class lessons
than needed, said Adkisson. "They really
want yourmoney andthey don'tcareif you
get a better forehand or backhand. I
do!"

Coach
remembers

Coached by Tom Stowe of Berkely Tennis Club in San Francisco, Adkisson was
taught the way of stroking shots perfectly.
Shedescribed her strokes as "how it should
be hit." Stowe also coached Don Buffge7
the first person to win a Grand Slam (wins
in the Australian, French Open, Wimbledonand the U.S. Open within a tennis calendar year). Added to Stowe's list of accomplished players coached was Margaret
Dupont Osborne, the 1948-1950 U.S.
Open singleschampion.
Adkisson began to play tennis at age 12.
In her era, only a few sports like golf, tennis and swimming were available for females to participate in. The S.U. tennis
coach commented that women involved in
athletics were kidded as being jocks or an
amazon. However, it wasn't the men that
teased, "it was the girls" who kidded
around.
"It didn't matter to me," said Adkisson.
"I already had received quite a bit of
Iknew what my goal was
successin
— to playtennis;
in the National (currently the
U.S. Open).It (teasing) didn't bug me that
much."
During Adkisson's enrollment at S.U.,
because of no women's teams, played on
the men's tennis team and was the No.1
seed. Another woman, Patty Lester Harbottle played on the men's golf team. She
the national junior championship and
women'snational amateurgolfchampi-

K«" >n

n made the circle that Adkisson was
practicing with the men players andbeating them. Willard Fenton, the former athletic director, and Jack Gordon, information director,asked Adkisson to play on the
team. Adkisson said the male tennis players "werehardly tournament players." She
compared the former players to today's
players. "They werekindalike today.They
werestudent-athletes turning out for tennis
and had little background."
Adkisson was allowed to play on the tennis team because there was "a girl playing
golf." Also "the two of us (Adkisson and
Harbottle) gave the school publicity. We
were bothplaying on the men's team," said
Adkisson. On the team's trip to Oregon in
1955 Adkisson bested the Oregon State
champion and the top seed at the University ofOregon. With that accomplishment,
she appearedin the back page of Sports Illustrated.
There was no NCAA tennis tournament
for women but there was a tournament

Good Luck.Youre Going ToNeed It.
Goodluck if you're partof the throng thafs
going afterthestandard summer job.Count on
longhoursand low pay- if you're lucky enough
to find thework.
Getsmart. Call Temporaries Inc. right now.
As one of our temporaryemployees,you'll get top
pay, top benefits and jobs withthebest

companies in town.

Don't counton goodluck for a goodsummer
job.Count on Temporaries Inc.

/^TEMPORARIESinc.

It'stime you called for theExtraordinary Temporary.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

The Cambridge Studio Apartments.

CURIOUS ABOUT NLP? A personal
changeprocess that works, and can be
tuaghtll Satisfy your curiousity and discover what it can do for you. Free question-answere evening Jan. 16,23.
CHOICES 547-8433
HELP WANTED Earn $30 $50/ day

dents applying for credit cards, call 1-800-932 0528
„= i»h
i
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Practice your foreigh Language
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native^speaker i/"e
"°"loon for foreigh language c nversa
n
Span sh JapaLanguages
nese, Arabic and others.Call 623-1481
beforenoon Mon-r-n.

available.

Professional couple seeks after school
assistant tosupervisehomework, piano
practice,after-schoolsportsfor 10-yearoldboy. Somehousehold duties.Mt.Baker area.Car. Refs. 722-2472.

Today
Water Aerobics to May 29. Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 5 p.m. to6 p.m. A fee will be
charged.
A workshop on Listening/Note taking
will be held from 10 a.m. to 11a.m.in Pigott
404 and from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in Pigott

19
A Justice Retreat willbe held from 9 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. Contact Campus Ministry for
further information.
There will be a SailingClinic at 10 a.m. at
Leschi Marina. Contact S.U. sports or the
Sailing Clubfor details.

20
Professor Laurie Guillaud, exchange professor from Nantes, France, will give a lecture
and slide presentationabout "The World of
Jules Verne" from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the library auditorium.

Roomate(s) wanted. Female/Male. 5
"n. from S.U. 3 bedroom house. #211
Mi.KingWay E.Call 322-3881
STUDENT INTERNSHIP
City Light Department
$8.45 per hour
Asst EnergyMgmt Prgm staff to estabin-house
Nsh
tton pro,and energy consumption. DUTIES: inpu data and run computer
prgms, perform studies, write memos
Courses/work exp jn data.
base devel.,adv. mathand econ, mainframe computers and LOTUS applicajs desjrab|e App|
icants shoujd be
jrs,Srs or Grad students in bus or pub
admin, econ, IE or social sci & tech.
Starts 3-86. Deadline to apply is 2-1886. For infor/application call 625-7987
or come to Seattle Personnel Dept, 710
2nd Aye, Rm 446. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

.

databSes'for

Furniture available. Call 623-1666.

-

SeattleU.ChildDevelopment Centeroffers preschool/daycare for ages 2 7.
n a year from 7:ooam s:3opm.
Full or part time. Drop-ins welcome.
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626-5394.
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$16,040

-

30l Now hiring Call 805-687gOOO Ext R-6111 for current federal list.
DUUU

There willbe a dinner meeting of Beta Alpha Psi at 5:30 at the Butcher Restaurant.
The dinner is sponsoredby Laventhal& Horowath andis open to all interested accounted
majors. Alvin Martin will speak on the role of
the treasurer in a not for profit organization.
Hamida Bosmajian will talk on Exclusive Language in the Classroom: confronting the issue effectively from 1:15 p.m. to
2:30 p.m. inRoom 209, Student Union Building.
From April 21 to April28, players can sign
up for a racquetballtournament. Play will
begin April 30.

22
The S.U. Campus Group of Amnesty In-

ternationalwillmeet in Marian 144.
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$600 for 1000 envelopes!! Stuff enve|
Opes!! No experience necessary. You
onlyneed to know how toread and write fl
english. For free details enclose a self- )1

-

18085 ' Athens 11610'Greece
Wi||

VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POSITIONS AVAILABLEwith the KingCo.

Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit,
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learn
aboutthe criminal justice slystem while
helping crime victims. Training provided, credit available. Require office
experience,goodcommunication skills,
abilityto make a timecommitment.Call
Arlene, 583-4404.

Looking Ahead
21

Electric Typewriter, excellent condition, )j
VI
$85 or best offer, 325-6836

23
There will be a business meeting of Beta
Alpha Psiat noonin Pigott 353. All members
and pledges should be there for election of
officers.
Aaron Katz, Washington Physicians for Social Responsibility, will be speakingon "The
Nuclear Question: Where Are We Now?"
at noon.
REWIND: Return to Education:
Women inNew Direction, a weekly brown
bag discussion group for women whohave returned to school, is heldfrom noon to J p.m.,
Room 209 Student Union Building.

24
The MarksmanshipClub's shotgun, rifle
and pistol shooting at the Range will be held
and vans will leave Xavier Hall at 2:15 p.m.

train (ega|assistant fQr

research a{

K.C. Courthouse. 5-10 hours a week,$5

hour.Jim Nissing,Attorney at Law, 4629254.
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QUALITYTYPING 16 yearsexperience I
$1.50 PERPAGE. Call 248-1644after 7 )]
p.m. Ask forCarolina.
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"Behind the Veil": History ot Women's
Religious Communities, a 2 and 1/2 hour
documentary will be shown 7 p.m. at the
Stimson room inthe library.
A Test Preparationworkshopdesigned to
improve test performance and to reduce test
anxiety will be heldfrom 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.in
Pigott 404 and from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in
Pigott 551.
A golf clinic will be conducted by PGA
professional Dan Puetz at Connolly Center
Astro-Gym from6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Achamber music recital featuringstrings
and piano will be held inCampion chapelat 8
p.m.

etc.
The Honors Student Council will award a
prize for the best poetry by an S.U.
student. Students may submit up to three poems in Marian 124before May 10.
Akido classes will be taught every Tuesday and Friday from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
Connolly Center quiet room.
Nursing students are reminded to check
the announcementsregarding preregistration
for fall 86 and summer '86 at the nursing
building. Details on preregistration information will be posted.
$50

